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Under Guidance of Trustees,
Trinity to Develop Master
Plan for Student Life

It Doesn't Matter

BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

News Writer

Students met this announcement with both confusion and
apprehension. Most weren't
even sure what it was addressing. Andrew Schurr '04 commented, "I get nervous
whenever a proposed change
that actually sounds decent is
sent into numerous committees."
Marli Reifman '03 also focused her concerns on the idea
about the committees that will
be generating the ideas to be
presented to the Trustees. "I
would like to know who these
elusive "students" are who will
be involved in the information
gathering/decision making
process... This magnificent
group will conclude that the
key to our happiness is to replace all the tables in Mather
with smaller, uncomfortable
and awkwardly placed tables."
Linda Campanella agreed
that the "diagnostic approach
didn't include much student input," but noted that student participation is an integral part ot
' the process'from this point onward.
"What do we want people to
think of when they hear about
the Trinity experience? Finding
see TRINITY on page eight

The Trustees have moved student life to the forefront of their
agenda this year.
After their meeting earlier
this month, the Trustees recommended that President Evan
Dobelle, with the help of several
on-campus committees, should
create a master plan for student
life similar to those plans already existing for the campus
and the neighborhood. This
idea was originally broached in
HANNAH GANT
the Strategic Plan created in
Wyclef Jean performs at the Field House on Saturday night. Wyclef
1998. Until now the student life
performed for nearly three hours, entertaining Trinity students with his
related aspects of the Strategic
unique brand of hip-hop. See article on page 12.
Plan have been implemented by
Vice President for Student Services Sharon Herzberger. It has
been determined that now is
the time to increase these efforts.
A vague e-mail was sent to
the student body from Presiit." She agreed with students "If you tell anyone, Til rape you dent Dobelle on October 16.
BY MAGGIE KAGAN
that rape covers class issues and again and I'm gonna kill you." Declaring ihe decision made at
Writgrv
" 'gehdterissues!. Ortofarid claimed' Hefinallylet I&Wttintx9f
that it is a deeper cultural prob- and she ran into her house, not ing, this memo spoke about a
"master plan for student life"
In front of a packed McCook lem, as Americans tend to looking back.
auditorium last Wednesday equate sex with violence.
Guilt, shame, embarrass- that is "the next major module
in the overall strategic positionnight, Adrienne Ortolano
Fifteen years ago as a sophoshared her devastating account more in high school Ortolano see SURVIVOR on page eight ing of the College."
of acquaintance rape. Her hon- was stuck at a party without a
est but chilling portrayal in- ride home. She accepted an oftrigued students and faculty fer for a ride from Alex Kelly,
alike.
another student of whom she
Reflecting on her experience, knew, although had never diOrtolano noted that it took her rectly spoken with. She rea long time throughout college vealed, "I never thought
to regain her sense of self again. someone in high school who
tion Group. There were a whole
She said, "This is my therapy lived down the street from me
Madivala'02.
BY BEN DAVIS
now - to talk with others about would rape me." Ortolano felt
In addition to the Trinity con- host of speakers addressing the
News Writer
strange, as he did not turn on
tingent, the rally included rep- enthusiastic crowd and reciting
the radio while they sat in unresentatives from several dozen familiar yet sobering statistics.
Twenty Trinity students par- Connecticut organizations
comfortable silence. Upon arThe Trinity group, which inriving at her house, Kelly ticipated in the "Day of Con- ranging from AFL-CIO to the cluded Soulafreda Valassis '01,
continued driving and pulled science" rally last Saturday at Hartford Federation of Teachers Tamar Kipper '02, Sarah Ward
over at a cul-de-sac at the end the Connecticut State Capitol. to the Connecticut Citizen Ac- see STUDENTS on page eight
of the street. He leaned over to Organized by the Coalition to
try to kiss her, but she pushed End Child Poverty in Connectihim back. He then locked the cut, the rally aimed to draw atdoors and pushed Ortolano tention to the plight of poor
down, holding her neck. At that children in the state of Conpoint Ortolano finally felt that necticut and to show support
she had lost control of the situ- for the introduction of a proation. She claimed, "I just pre- gressive tax bill to address child
tended 1 wasn't there." He forced poverty issues.
her into the backseat and
The Day of Conscience folpinned her down, threatening, lowed many weeks of organizANNE
Adrienne Ortolano TROWBRIDGE
ing by the Coalition, which
speaks in McCook.
mobilized over 300 people to
participate in the Saturday rally.
Trinity organizations including
ConnPlRG, Voices Organized in
Democracy (VOID), CommuWhat would happen if
Catch an interview with
nity Outreach Leadership Team
Trinity students were
Wyclef Jean and find out what (COLT) and Amnesty did their
part both by mobilizing within
responsible for the presiden- REALLY happened Saturday
their respective organizations
tial elections? Mock election night at the 80's
and by running an aggressive
results
see p. 6 party.
see p 12
chalk drawing campaign several days before the rally was
Tired of Hartford weather News.
page 6
held.
already? NatSilvermay
fl^ZZZ^ggl
"It was a successful event. I
expected to see a lot of people,
convince you to spenda
^rts
page 12
HANNAH CANT
and there were a lot of people Cute kid shows her political colors at the State
semester at Trinity's Rome
Announcements
page 14
there. There was strong support Capitol on Saturday. She was joined by 20
Campus
seep. 9
Sports
page 20
from Trinity College," said Sai Trinity students.

Adrienne Ortolano Shares
Her Story With Students

Trinity Students March on
Capitol to End Child Poverty
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Al Gore for President
In the upcoming election, voters have a choice b e t w e e n t h r e e candidates with different
futures in m i n dforAmerica. We believe that of the c a n d i d a t e s , A l Gore is the most qualified
and will p u t forth policies to improve our country.
G ^ / ^ ^ ^ ^ g i i W » i l n . e e , is a charming/charismatic figure; however, the chief executive must have substance as well as style. We face difficult decisions in the coming years, in both domestic and foreign policy. Gov. Bush lacks the requisite
experience to deal effectively w i t h these challenges. Moreover, m a n y of the policies he has
p u t forward, s u c h as the privatization of Social Security a n d t h e m i n i n g of Alaskan wilderness preserves, would take America backwards instead of forwards.
On t h e other hand, m a n y progressive college students argue t h a t supporting Ralph Nader,
the Green Party candidate, offers t h e best option. T h e American Constitution and electoral
system is structured such that, for better or worse, w e have a t w o p a r t y system. T h e Democratic a n d Republican parties are broad coalitions that c o m e together for electoral power.
Ultimately, this is similar to a parliamentary system, except t h a t t h e governing coalition is
formed after t h e election. A n y vote given to Nader is at best a wasted vote and at worst a vote
for Bush.
The platform advanced b y Nader should b e examined b y anyone w h o is thinking of voting for him. H e advocates t h e nationalization of all Fortune 500 companies, a 100% i n c o m e
tax bracket beginning at ten times t h e m i n i m u m wage, a n d t h e closing of all US overseas
military bases. These policies, if implemented, would erode our entrepreneurial, free enterprise-based economy, a n d threaten t h e prosperity a n d security w e n o w enjoy.
Vice President Al Gore, t h e Democratic standard-bearer, w i l l c o n t i n u e a n d build u p o n t h e
successes of the last eight years. Of particular interest to y o u n g adults, Gore h a s p r o m i s e d t o
introduce legislation that would m a k e college tuition t a x deductible u p t o $10,000. This will
help to ease t h e tremendous burden some of our parents b e a r to, send u s here a n d allow lowincome students greater access to higher education. T h i s is o n l y p a r t of Gore's platform to
m a k e education a t o p priority in America, enact a t a x c o d e based o n fairness a n d sound
values, provide guaranteed pension benefits, a n d b r o a d e n access to quality healthcare.
Many young adults should also consider t h e social policies of t h e t w o major candidates.
W h i l e Bush opposes a hate-crimes bill, gay rights legislation a n d a woman's right to choose,
Gore supports them. Although their foreign policies a r e similar o n paper, there is n o a c counting for Gore's experience in this realm. T h e c u r r e n t crisis i n Israelshould remind u s all
of the international importance of the President of t h e U n i t e d States. Voters should r e m e m ber this on November 7 a n d cast their votes for Al Gore.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
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Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300SummitStreet,Hartford,CT06106-3100.
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Overeager Al and
Dubious Dubbya
abstractions and one-liners to
the tune of "bringing change to
Washington."
Al Gore and George Bush
have both failed to inspire. With
the bombardment of media on
television, radio, a n d now
Internet, we are seeing more and
— — more of the candidates,
and realizing that we really don't like them.
As college students we
Insights and Affairs
are left bemused as
' Medicare, Social Secupounce, rebut, contest...get the rity, and the raising of campaign funds drive this election.
last word in.
Overeager Al had a difficult We don't respect Bush because
time finding his pace during he is an underachieving daddy's
the three debates that ended boy who thought his last name
with a "town meeting" a t and his father's advisors could
Washington University in St. win him this election. Gore apLouis, Missouri last Tuesday pears bullying a t times and
night. Two weeks earlier in pandering at others; he is the
Boston, a ruby-red Al, his face kid in 3rd grade that always did
awash in rouge, came on too his homework, brought the
strong, bullied his way into teacher an apple, and told on
discussions, and broke debat- whoever was misbehaving. His
ing rules. In the second debate, legacy has been somewhat
a passive Gore let Bush steal harder to shake than Bush's. Not
the show. In the third debate, only is he tied to one of the most
said many of the network-re- polarizing political figures of
tained pundits, Al found his this century, Bill Clinton, but he
also shares few of what many
groove.
George W. Bush's counte- Americans see as Clinton's good
Al Gore gets this weird look
on his face whenever George
W. Bush says something that
Gore does not like. The eyes
narrow and the head tilts ever
so slightly up and to the right.
Lips closed, he forms a hybrid
smile and smirk. He is ready to

J. Ashe Reardon

As college students we are left bemused as
Medicare, Social Security, and the raising
of campaign funds drive this election.
nance vacillates between a
charming "I'm listen'n tu ya"
and a befuddled "Arafat who?"
In the first debate, charming
Bush quickly became b e fuddled Bush as Gore meticulously and skillfully dissected
his, "proposals" on health care
and tax cuts. During the second .
debate in Winston Salem, NC, to
most everyone's surprise, Bush
was able to stand his ground as
he engaged questions on foreign
policy. Though, w h e n Gore
turned the tables and brought
u p t h e Bush record o n
healthcare in Texas, the befuddled Bush returned.
Gore's biggest gaffe was letting his over eagerness take over
and ignoring the debating rules
with interruptions, too-long answers, and attempts to directly
question Bush. By answering in
terms often vague and unclear,
Bush came off ill-prepared and
naive about the complexities of
both foreign a n d domestic
policy.
In the first debate, Bush's answers rarely met the twominute time limit; in the third,
his responses consisted of broad

qualities—charisma, spunk, enthusiasm.
In the sprint lo November 7,
both candidates will have cadres of supporters on the campaign trail touting them. 0 n
Sunday, twenty-eight GOP governors met in Texas to kick off a
nation-wide gubernatorial
push for Bush. Indeed, Bush has
better conveyed his message
and his small lead proves it.
Bill Clinton has let fly some
fierce words at the Texas governor in recent days, as he traipses
through New York state in support of his wife's campaign for
the Senate. Ironically, he who
would sweep the floor with
Bush if only given the chance is
being told to get lost. Because he
has pledged to "be my own
man," Gore has continuously
avoided appearing
with
Clinton-to the not surprising
frustration of the President.
Gore misses the point. Americans who detest Clinton for all
the reasons they do are already
signed up with Bush. There's
nothing to lose. Mr. Gore would
be wise to bring old Bubba out
on the campaign trail with him.

•'. Well, Pillow Talk attempted to have a good weekend. Unfortunately Wyclef went on too long, the 80s party was too short, and
Late Night just never surfaced. Go Trinity social scene!

Sexual Harrasment

The 80s party

Hartford PD

41% of Trinity students
think it's ok to rape a drunk girl

You don't have to fight for
your right to party

Ok, but who really busts a
CLEO party?
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Knee Deep in Policy Details
Information Overdrive and Voter Apathy
In these heady economic
times, a national sense of ennui
has emerged pulling voter and

presents the United States with
two candidates whoadmittedly
lack the charisma and personality
of
Clinton,
"""""""" Kennedy, or Reagan.
The Democratic candiMicah Cogen
date, Vice President Al
Rantings and Ravings Gore's political charac_____ ter is not dissimilar
from thel996 Republicandidate in opposite direc- can nominee Bob Dole. Getting
tions. For the most part happy either Al Gore or Bob Dole to
with President Clinton, voters "loosen up," or even to give a full
seem to want a popularity con- smile, appears to be an overtest, while the candidates are whelming challenge for camsuffusing the campaign with a
plethora of detail.
Both candidate
platforms have been
inundated with
open discussion of
complex policy and
economic strategy.
Those who bitched
and moaned that
presidential candidates waste precious
time on personal attacks
ignoring
policy issues have
nothing to complain about. In fact,
this presidential
race might be one of
the most substantive forums for debate in years, raising
serious questions
about how much
the American public can really paign advisers.
handle.
Al Gore, like Dole 4 years earAs November 7 approaches, lier, has continually emphavoters are getting the sense sized
his
commanding
that the end of an era is near- knowledge of issues currently
ing. For better or for worse, on Capital Hill.

of the three presidential debates
should consider why exactly
this was. These were not two
men attempting to side-swipe
the moral integrity of each
other. Rather, America witnessed two candidates passionately fervent about what they
believe are critical issues facing
the nation.
Both Gore and Bush have
eased up on mudslinging campaigns instead directing criticism toward each other by way
of challenging complex economic and social
strategies. In essence, the issues
remain the same;
however the debate is presented
more complexly
and with much
greater depth than
ever before.
The danger of a
more substantive
campaign is that
the race might be
too intelligent for
most voters. Instead of preventing
a popularity contest or a partisan
vote, an open debate of policy complexities may prove
to bore or even confuse voters into
making the 2000
elections the grossest representation of a popularity contest ever.
Defending the intricacies of
Social Security is a. loosing,
battle for Al Gore because most
Americans are unable to relate

Governor George W. Bush is not too dissimilar from what one may
expect from Ronald Reagan in his current disposition. Getting either
man to stop smiling and make decisions on his own is a major victory.
President Bill Clinton's personable character, which even
his greatest critics recognize,
has come to define for a good
many people the American
"presidential image. " This
same quality made men such
as Jack Kennedy and actor/
president Ronald Reagan
American idols. What all'
three men were able to do is
win the hearts and minds of
the American people in order
to sneak in their political
agenda without having to justify it.
However, campaign 2000

For his part, Governor George
W. Bush is not too dissimilar
from what one may expect from
Ronald Reagan in his current
disposition. Getting either man
to stop smiling and make decisions on his own is a major victory. However, in all fairness,
Governor Bush, has recently
made (or agreed to) some very
bold statements concerning foreign policy and has stuck by
some very controversial decisions.
Anyone who was disappointed with the tense and
sometimes hostile atmosphere

to his sense of passion. Therefore, I applaud Governor George
W. Bush for dumbing down his
speeches to include such platitudes as the desire to fight
"Washington-type" politicians
or promising to single handedly
bringing about a bi-partisan
Congress.
Nevertheless, let us reconsider the dangers of rushing
head-on into campaign finance
reform and aiming for more
substantive races. One must be
careful about what one insists
for because he or she might.actually get it.

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

In Response to a Misleading Article
To the Editor:
l'am writing in response to
the front page article in the Tripod of Tuesday, October 17,
2000, entitled "Students Arrested In Reckless Spree." The
article contains a series of significant misrepresentations,
and so I feel obligated to clarify
what actually happend on the
night of Thursday.
October 12. On" that night,
1 had accommodated my
friend, who had asked if he
could use my car. Certain
events took place that night
of which I did not become
aware of until after they had
taken place. My friend, after

borrowing my car, had apparently gotten into a series of accidents after which he had
come to my room to tell me
what had occurred.
I was upstairs in another
room in Anadama, and was
called downstairs to my room
by another friend of mine.
When 1 came down to my room,
my friend was bleeding and
was accompanied by a number
of Campus Safety officers who
were indeed aware that my
friend had been the only one in
the car.
I was falsely and mistakenly
arrested by the Hartford Police

Department, who had assumed
that since the car was registered
under my name, that I was involved in the events that had
taken place. I am responding to
the Tripod article because it was
misleading; a number of my
friends came up to me after
reading the article and asked
me if I was injured or not in the
accident.
The article put me at the center of the night's events and implied that I had been involved
in some criminal activity when
in fact 1 was uninvolved.
Benjamin Kleiner'03

PACE 3

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

Yes Means No to
Some Trin Students
To the Editor:
In a survey done last week at
lunch, consisting of responses
from 100 randomly picked students, answers to many questions about rape were not
unanimous, nor were they always in accord with the law.
Over the course of the year,
the Women's Center will try to
raise awareness of sexual assault, something which appears
very
necessary
considering the responses from
last week. We would like to
take a moment to offer students
the legal answers to these questions.
First, men can be raped by
women. There is nothing limiting the experience of rape to
women only. However women

Although it may seem obvious, this survey proves that it is
important to reiterate that "No"
always means no. It does not
matter if people are role-playing
or teasing, or if they have said
"yes" previously. If you are unsure as to whether your partner
really means no or yes, explicitlyask them.and if all else fails,
assume they mean NO.
No one can ever consent to
sex when they are drunk.
Therefore, legally, any time a
person has sex when they are
drunk, they are being raped. If
a woman is unconscious, she
cannot give her consent. Therefore, any sex wi th someone who
is unconscious, even if they said
"yes" before they passed out, is
rape.

People should be very aware that there is
nothing within a boyfriend-girlfriend
relationship, nor even within a marriage that
entitles either partner to sex.
are raped more often than men.
Secondly, there is nothing
that requires a woman to have
sex with someone if she doesn't
want to, not even an exorbitant
amount of money being spent
-on her. Men cannot buy sex;
when they do, this is called
"prostitution" and it is illegal.
Also people should be very
aware that there is nothing
within a boyfriend-girlfriend
relationship, nor even within a
marriage, that entitles either
partner to sex. Boyfriends rape
girlfriends (and vice versa),
even if they have had sex before. •
There are no rules that limit
the right to say no; there is
nothing that requires a woman
to have sex with her boyfriend
simply because she has had
sex with him before.

Rape is NEVER the victim's
fault. Dressing provocatively,
getting drunk and using drugs
are never excuses for rape.
These survey results listed
above are a clear indicator that
Trinity students dp not know
(or else agree with) Connecticut State Law.
People should respect other
people's bodies and choices. No
one deserves to be raped, regardless of the situation or
their reputation.
Talk to your partner before
you hook-up to make sure
you're both on the same wavelength.
Meghan Reppond and
RachelLipman
Sexual Assault Task Force

Survey Responses from Students
Qfffstioifs

Yes No

Undecided

Can men be raped by women?

70

^

19

If a man spends a lot of money on
a woman, should he expect sex in
return?

.

„,

4

Does "no" ALWAYS mean "no"?

72

18

11

If a woman is drunk and consents
to sex, is it rape ?

7,

..

36

If a woman is unconscious and a
man has sex with her, is it rape?

2

Is provocative clothing an indicator of willingness to have sex?

9

Is rape ever the victim's fault?

16

66'

18

Editor's Note:
The October 17 article "Students Arrested In Reckless
Spree" was written based upon
information available in Campus Safety and Hartford Police
reports. In both of these sources,
there was ambiguity about
whe.ther or not Kleiner was in
the car.
On the Monday prior to publication, we spoke with officials

from Campus Safety, HPD and
the Dean of Students office, and
they all collaborated the validity of our reporting. A member
of the Tripod staff called
Kleiner's room for comment,
but unfortunately this message
was not returned.
We regret any unintentional
misrepresentations about
Kleiner's involvement with
these incidents.
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An End to "Friendly" Campus Safety
|T>

\ JUSTIN P. LAFRENIERE

Opinions Contributor

It's a cold, rainy Monday afternoon and my day is not going too well. I am supposed to be
high and dry in the Admissions
Office, busy interviewing prospective Trinity students and
convincing them that Trinity is
where they should spend the
next four years of their life. But
I'm not.
Instead, I am outside in the
parking lot behind Jarvis, kneedeep in tire irons, lug nuts and
oh, don't forget the pouring rain.
I am busy changing the tire of a
distraught and very talkative
mother of a prospective Trinity
student, here for a day of interviews and tours of our beautiful campus.
Why, might you ask, is this
well-dressed, handsome young
man down in the mud on his
hands and knees, jacking up the
rear end of some woman's Jeep

into our cars. Or maybe the dis- from her position on the emerpatcher was telling the truth gency response team.
My concern with this issue
when she said, "None of the officers feel like changing a tire stems from my work at the Admissions Office. 1 spend my day
right now."
In all fairness to Campus "selling" this institution to proSafety, I have had many positive spective students and describexperiences while working ing it as a community, where
with them. I have dealt with a students, faculty and adminisnumber of Campus Safety offic- tration work together to aders who have repeatedly bent dress issues concerning all
over backwards to lend a help- aspects of Trinity and its caming hand to a student in need. pus atmosphere.
Many times they have been
I tell perspectives that the
quick to respond to my reports benefits of attending a small
of neighborhood kids breaking school like Trinity include havdorm room windows or stealing ing the ability to bypass a lot of
my bike.
the bureaucratic red tape that
An officer was recently very is sometimes found at larger
understanding during an inci- universities.
However, I find it ironic that
dent involving an injured baby
squirrel. Campus Safety used to while I stand in the Admissions
•be helpful by providing a Office and give this speech to a
much-appreciated ride to the prospective family, Campus
busstation,orsome medical as- Safety is on the phone with a
sistance to someone who may member of the office staff telling her that they "don't feel like"
have drank too much.
But now it seems that the helping out a possible future
days of a "student friendly" member of this community.
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Oh What a
Saturday Night!
Freshmen are not allowed
cars on campus. I understand
that, it makes sense. No matter how much I miss my car
(as I tease them, more than my
family, more than my friends),
I understand that there simply
isn't enough room for the lowest in the pecking order to

got an answering service; he
had gone off duty.
We looked at each other. I dialed the shuttle service, but no,
I'm sorry, their driver had never
shown up. I called Campus
Safety. They recommended we
rush to Bushnell Park, as a
driver was there to pick up Mrs.
Dobelle. Before I could comment that Bushnell Park was
quite large and a rather unspecific meeting location, the
phone had gone dead.

cram 600 more vehicles into
the already crowded parking
lots.
But what happens when I
and two freshmen friends
want to go downtown for the
night? Last weekend we decided to take advantage of
Hartford's sparse cultural
scene and see Aretha Franklin
sing with the Symphony Orchestra. Our troubles with
transportation were enormous. If Trinity encourages
students to see shows,
shouldn't we be able to go
those lengthy five miles down
the road without calling a cab?
We called the shuttle service; their driver hadn't shown
up. I tried to borrow the student car; it was signed out for
the night. As a last resort, we
called Campus Safety, who
were empathetic, but unhelpful.
I called a cab.
It wasn't a huge fee. Split
three ways, we didn't pay more
than four dollars each. But on
top of seventy dollar tickets,
two cab rides would make our

Mrs. Dobelle was walking
alone in Bushnell Park without
a car, we wondered.
I rang back. They rectified
their previous advice; no, it
wasn't Bushnell Park, but the
Bushnell Theatre, where we
were. They said they would put
us on hold for a minute and call
the driver.
We stood around outside the
side exit of the theatre, freezing
in our dressy skirts and prattling about the show, even singing a small rendition of "I Will
Survive," as Ms. Franklin
seemed to have accidentally
omitted that one. About three
minutes later, I checked my
phone. I was not on hold, I was
cut off - my cell phone has no
dial tone to tell me the difference.
Again, 297-2222.1 apologized
profusely for bothering them;
they asked if we'd seen the car
sent to pick up Mrs. Dobelle-.
Apparently the driver had arrived at the theatre and complained that he wouldn't wait
more than five minutes for us.
After a quick glance around

BY RACHEL
UNKIVOC

Opinions Contributor

/ find it ironic that while I stand in the Admissions Office and give
this speech to a prospective family Campus Safety is on the phone
with a member of the office staff telling her that they "don'tfeel like"
helping put a possible future member of this community
Cherokee? The answer is shockingly simple. I am doing the job
that no one else wanted to do. 1
am taking time out of my day
to do what Campus Safety refused to do.
Typically, when someone
locks his keys in his car, or can't
seem to get it started, we call on
Campus Safety to come and
help him out. Admittedly, most
of the time, one of the officers
shows up with a smile on his
face and jumper cables in his
pocket, and in no time our visitor (or student) is back on the
road.
But for some reason, today is
different. Maybe it's the fact that
it is a little chilly and it happens
to be raining. Maybe it's because
all of the officers are busy not
stopping people from breaking

Campus Safety department
have disappeared. My incident
with their refusal to help
change a tire is only the tip of
the iceberg. It has also come to
my attention that Campus
Safety has recently refused to
provide rides to Hartford Hospital for medical treatment. Because of this, one of our fellow
students has fallen ill after
missing a few critical chemotherapy treatments.
Campus Safety's sometimes
overbearing interrogations during TCERT calls have also led to
a general feeling of animosity
between some TCERT responders and the officers who transport them across campus to
their emergency calls. This has
since culminated in one member of TCERT stepping down

I take great pride in my work
in- the Admissions Office and
the fact that I speak openly and
honestly to families about what
I think has been a fantastic social and academic experience
here at Trinity. I also take great
offense: to not only Campus
Safety, but to the other areas of
the administration that have
made me feel guilty about making some of these speeches to
prospective families.
At times I feel as if I am guilty
of false advertising when I tell
these people about the sense of
community on this campus, for
I have grown to realize that this
popular "selling point" is very
often forgotten by the school as
soon as the incoming freshmen
have matriculated and mailed
in their tuition checks.

Had Campus Safety really supplied three
freshmen girls in skirts and heels with
directions for a walk at nearly midnight
that they weren't sure was safe?
attempt at a cultural excursion
rather costly. We needn't have
worried.
The show was wonderful.
Aretha Franklin belted clas*.
sics from "Respect" to "Oh
Danny Boy," all to applause
and multiple standing ovations. We left the theatre by
eleven. 1 dialed for our cab
driver on my cell phone, but

the side entrance, we ran to the
front. It was empty. "Well, I
guess he left," Campus Safety
helpfully supplied. The offered
to give us the number of another cab company.
Five minutes later I called
back. We'd pooled our money
and it wasn't much. Should we
See ISSUE on page 5
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Nader, The Greens, and the Third Party Blues
Assessing the Pros and Cons of Voting for the Ralph Nader/Winona LaDuke Ticket in 2000
electorate believes that a vote for Nader in the hopes of establishProportional representation vote for those with whom
Bush sends the message for ing a permanent third party. If is the primary way to estab- they agree and for the most
Professor of Political
change.
Nader's party, the Green Party, lish a multi-party system. qualified candidate.
Science
Furthermore, in all elections, receives five percent of the Under this system, the perAccording to Moore, Nader is
it is hard for the winning can- presidential vote, then it quali- centage of votes that a party the most qualified candidate
Is a vote for Ralph Nader a didate to determine what the fies for federal matching funds receives in the election trans- because he is responsible for,
wasted vote? Many undecided electorate is really asking for in 2004. This may entice some lates into a similar percentage among other things, the Safe
voters are considering this ques- based on its vote.
to vote for Nader because fed- of seats in the legislature. If Water Drinking Act (1974), the
tion as we near the election. I
Even if the next president eral funds may strengthen a the United States had this creation of the Environmental
also hear students who say they listens to Nader supporters, third party movement.
kind of system, then Ameri- Protection Agency (1970), and
are somewhat interested in vot- what will he really hear?
Regardless of the number of cans would probably see the the passage of the Freedom of
ing for Nader but are not sure What is the message Nader votes that Nader receives on creation of a multi-party sys- Information Act (1966).
whether they should do so.
voters want to send? Do they November 7'h, the American tem.
I think that Moore is incorI consider what a vote for want the next president to political system will be no more
Under the current non-par- rect on a couple of levels. HisNader may mean by examining sign campaign finance legis- responsive to a third party than liamentary system, however, I tory suggests that Nader may
it has been before in its history. doubt that a vote for a third not be the most qualified canvarious reasons why someone lation?
didate. Every president since
may be inclined to vote for him.
Maybe they are asking the
at least John F. Kennedy has
next president to withdraw
AWastedVote?
had some executive or legislaThe only way in which from the North American
People who support third parties in this tive experience. Nader has
people can truly waste their Free Trade Agreement and the
system often get frustrated because they see never had any real experience
votes is by not voting. Our re- World Trade Organization?
public works best when people Will they be able to tell the
little if any positive outcome for their massive in these areas.
participate. I encourage every- next president to support full
In regard to Moore's second
efforts.
one to be involved in campaigns medical coverage for all
point, would voting for someAmericans?
at all levels of government.
one with whom you comWillNaderWin?
pletely agree be the right
Also, can they translate
You know that Nader will not their votes into action if Americans vote in single-mem- party, candidate will be a step thing to do if your vote helps
win. He does not have the base Nader receives between three ber, winner-take-all districts.
toward the creation of a stable elect a person with whom you
completely disagree?
of support and therefore the fi- percent and five percent of the
Whoever receives the most third party.
nancial resources to win an vote? Can Nader supporters votes in a district wins and the
The next president may
A Votejor the Most Qualified
election. By not expanding his translate their votes into sub- loser gets nothing. Theoretichoose three Supreme Court
Candidate?
programmatic base, Nader has stantive public policy change in cally, the Green Party could reIt is not fair to discuss Justices, and he may nominate
not increased his constituency a Bush administration?
ceive 4.9 percent of the vote in Nader's candidacy without in- Justices who support few if
to the point where he can garIn this political system every voting district in the cluding what his supporters any issues Nader supporters
ner enough votes to secure vic- where Americans vote for can- country and still have nothing think. Michael Moore, a docu- advocate.
tory.
mentary filmmaker, says that
didates (or in the case of the to show for it.
I think that voters must conpresident - electors) and not isWinner-take-all districts he is not voting for Nader be- sider those issues that they hold
Send Washington.DCa
sues or parties, it is hard to use weaken the viability of perma- cause it makes him feel good dear, and must then determine
Message
Some might say that, even one's vote to deliver a mandate nent third parties. People who or because Ralph hangs out if a vote for Nader will facilitate
or obstruct the realization of
though Nader cannot win, a about policy and political support third parties in this sys- with Pearl Jam.
tem often get frustrated beInstead, he is voting for these policy goals.
vote for him will send Washing- change to the next president.
At the end of the day, I must
ton, DC a powerful message.
The Establishment of a Third cause they see little if any Nader because he believes it is
positive outcome for their mas- the right thing to do. Moore ask you to please vote an NoUnfortunately for Nader supParty
claims that people should vember 7*. It is your future.
porters, a large portion of the
Others may want to vote for sive efforts.
BY PETER BURNS

Joseph Lieberman's Constitutional Conundrum
BY CLYDE MCKEE

Professor of Political
Science

There is an obvious solution
to the problem of Joseph
Lieberman, the senator from
Connecticut who is being
urged to choose between reelection and his spot as No.2 on
the Democratic presidential
ticket.The solution is this: If
elected to both the Senate and
executive office, he should
serve in both positions.
Article 1, Section 6 of the U.S.
Constitution states in part that
"no Person holding any Office
under the United States, shall be
a Member of either House during his Continuance in Office."
One can argue, however, from
what we know of the deliberations of the Constitutional Convention, that the intent of the
Founders was to prevent mem-

bers of Congress from accepting
outside appointments by the
president after members were
elected to Congress. Sen.
Lieberman would not be appointed to executive office after
becoming a senator. He would
be elected vice president with
President Gore.
What about the common

tal systems. In council-manager governments throughout
the United States, mayors are
usually members of their city
councils.
The central issue in the
Lieberman dilemma should
not be legality or morality, as
others have asserted, but effectiveness. Would our national

needs of their time and the branch.) What these new world
times of their "posterity" — us. leaders really wanted to learn
Dual office-holding follows this more about was our system of
objective. There is considerable federalism, a concept that the
evidence that our present na- United Kingdom is now institional system is not working tuting. _
well.
Of course, there are numerFor example, budget conflicts ous small issues. Would Sen.
between the Republican Con- Lieberman have two votes, one
gress and Democratic President as senator and one as vice presiBill Clinton have nearly shut dent, in the event of a tie vote?
We need to recognize that our Constitution down our national government. The Senate can pass a special
During the past half-century, rule giving Sen. Lieberman a
and our system of government belong to the various
structural changes' to single vote. Or he can pledge to
living, not to those who are dead.
our Constitution have been pro- exercise only one vote.
posed. Some reformers recomIt is getting increasingly difresumption that dual office- government be made better mended that the office of vice ficult to attract outstanding
olding violates the principles were the senator to continue president be eliminated be- candidates to run for vice presiof checks and balances and serving in the Senate and take cause it serves no important dent. The incentives and reseparation of powers? These on the added responsibilities of purpose. Others advocated that wards are not great for someone
members of the House of Rep- holding a leadership position in
may be implicit constitutional the vice president? I think so.
principles, but they are not exThe founders, as evidenced by resentatives have four-year either the House or Senate. And
plicit prohibitions in American their writings in the Federalist terms that run concurrently the risk of ending a promising
government.
Papers, sought to create a gov- with the term of the president. political career is too great. The
Quite the contrary, the prac- ernment that would be Lloyd Cutler, a renowned con- option of dual office holding
tice of dual office-holding is more"energetic" to meet the po- stitutional scholar, proposed would help solve this problem.
What if such a reform does not
well established in govemmen- litical, economic and social that members of the Congress
be allowed to serve in the contribute to the effectiveness of
president's Cabinet. Why? To our national government? Then
improve the effectiveness of na- we simply do not nominate a sittional government.
ting member of Congress to run
.
for the office of vice president.
A
few
years
ago,
I
regularly
We giggled, but were resigned ally just supplied three freshgave
lectures
on
America's
sysWe need to recognize that our
men
girls
in
skirts
and
heels
to walk. It was a beautiful night.
tems of government to senior Constitution and our system of
As an afterthought I asked with directions for a walk at members of newly independent government belong to the living,
Campus Safety right before they nearly midnight that they countries. I learned that these not to those who are dead. If our
rang off: "It is safe, right?" There weren't sure was safe?
officials had studied our gov- government is to survive, we
was a pause. "Well, to be honIt wasn't like we had been bar ernment carefully and con- must not be fearful of experiest, I don't know Hartford that hopping downtown. We went cluded that our national system menting to create "a more perwell," was the reply. My phone to a musical performance of the of checks and balances and fect union,"
went dead.
Hartford Symphony Orchestra. separation of powers did not
Joseph Lieberman has
We were fine, of course. We If we had called and said we meet their needs for effective handed us a wonderful opporweren't even nervous. A few were drunk, would they have decision-making and policy tunity to conduct such an eximplementation. (Most.-of the periment. Why not take
shady glances and car honks picked us up?
nations
of the world have par- advantage of it?
That there is no easier form of
later and we were back on camtransportation for students in- liamentary systems in which
pus safe and sound.
This article originally apsome members of legislatures
But I, at least, was a little dis- terested in cultural events is ri- also serve in the executive peared in The Hartford Courant
on October 20.
turbed. Had Campus Safety re- diculous. - • • -.

E

Addressing the Transportation Issue
Contin uedfrom page 4
just walk? Should we tell Campus Safety we were going to
walk back, because then, surely,
they would arrange to pick us
up?
I white-lied that we couldn't
afford a cab and asked how to
walk back to school.
Nonchalantly they gave us the
easy directions. One of my
friends volunteered that if she
screamed and mimicked gun
shots in the background they
might have to come.
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On The Beat

Gore Wins Mock Student Election
With 64%; Nader Rates a Strong 15%
BY JON PROSNIT

Mew Britain 2SQ
A Trinity College golf cart was stolen from Ferris Athletic
Center at 2:00 PM on Friday, October 20. A passerby spotted
two juveniles driving the cart on New Britian Avenue soon
thereafter, and alterted a Campus Safety officer. Hartford Palice was notified, but a search of the area was negative.

Lifting in the Weight Boom
A mini crime wave hit Ferris Athletic Center this weekend.
The first was on Saturday at 1:00 PM, a visitor left his backpack
with valuables in it on a shelf while he showered. When he returned, the backpack had been stolen, and Hartford Police was
notified.
The second incident occurred at 8:00 PM. when a staff member reported that his gym bag was stolen while showering, The
bag was later found in the bathroom but the staff members'
wallet and personal papers were gone. At 10:19 PM, a student
reported that his gym bag and wallet were stolen while working out in the weight room.
A similar incident occurred Sunday at 10:20 PM, when a student reported that his gym bag was lifted while lifting in the
weight room.
Campus Safety is investigating the incidents.

Another Brick in the Wall
At 2:33 AM on Saturday, October 21, TCERT was called to
Hansen Hall after a student reported that he had, "walked into
a wall." The student was treated and released by TCERT.

Fooi Me Once, Shame on You.
Fooi Me Twice, Shame on Me.
On Sa turday night at 10:30 PM, a female student reported that
he wallet was taken from her purse while attending a social
gathering at 98 Vernon Street. Later that night, officers broke
up the illegal party.
Sunday evening brought the. return of Campus Safety to 98
Vemoti St., "when oKicers responded to an alcohol complaint
and removed an uncapped keg from the area The gathering
was moved inside, and both incidents were referred to the Dean
of Students office.

Hands Off the Sukkah, Sucka
The Hillel Sukkah on the quad in front of Jarvis was discovered vandalized by a Campus Safety officer in the early morning hours on Sunday, October 22. Three/fourths of the tent was
pulled off the poles. There is no indication that this was a hate
crime, and the incident was referred to Chaplain's office.

You Gotta Fight...
Two non-students were horseplaying outside the Vernon Social Center on Thursday morning at 2:05AM, when one fell and
hit his face on the pavement. TCERT responded but the visitor
refused assistance and left the area.

Ice Ice Baby
At 12:30 PM on Sunday, two people were almost hit by plastic
cups with ice cubes thrown from a room above the Cook Arch.
The Office of Residential Life has been notified.

Art Critic Makes Subtle Point
Campus Safety was notified in the early morning hours on
Friday, October 20 that a statue behind Frobb was knocked over.
The responding officer found the statue overturned but no damage was found.

Crowded House
And finally, the 80s party on Saturday night brought its share
of troubles to the Barn (Vernon Social Center).
Campus Safety and Hartford Police were called to monitor
the crowd outside at 12:30 AM when the Vernon Social Center
reached its maximum capacity of 500. While the crowd was
unruly, there were no reports filed directly concerning this action.
• • . - - . . . .

Biaze of Giory
College officials and Campus Safety chose to end the 80s
Party an hour early, at 1:00 AM because the heating system inside the Vernon Social Center was broken. As a result, a visitor
to the party fainted on the Vernon Place patio shortly after leaving the event and hit her head on the concrete. She was treated
by TCERT and transported to Hartford Hospital.
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Special to the Tripod

Al Gore was the overwhelming winner of yesterday's carnpus-wide mock Presidential
election. The election was sponsored by SUAVE (Students
United for Achieving Voter
Education), and attracted 431
students to vote at lunch and
dinner in Mather Hall.
Democrats Al Gore and Joe
Lieberman were the overwhelming favorites with 274
votes totaling 64 percent of the
total vote. George Bush and
Dick Cheney received 87 votes
equaling 20 percent of the total
vote; Ralph Nader and Winona
LaDuke got 64 votes and 15 percent of the electorate. Harry
Browne, the. Libertarian candidate received 3 votes and 3 other
candidates received one vote
apiece.
"I was impressed by the number of people voting, said Sara
Pf lantzer '04. "1 hope that this
enthusiasm carries over into the
real election."
SUAVE is a non-partisan organization that is geared towards promoting student
involvement in democracy.
SUAVE believes that a vote for
any party or any person is a step
towards bettering the welfare of
our country. Pflantzer feels that
it is important for youth to get
involved in the political process
arid said "HopeEully we can
make political candidates real-

Students
Erase Queer
Alliance
Chalkings at
Wesleyan
Nature was not the only force
behind the erasing of Queer
Alliance's (QA) chalkings.
Members of both Delta Kappa
Epsilon (DKE) and Beta Theta
Pi (Beta) removed chalkings
that were written in front of
their respective fraternity
h o u s e s .

. . • • • • '

Queer Alliance held its annual fall chalkings, which affirm homosexuality, on

ize that youth are an important leans in regards to the upcomvoting block in America. That ing election, according to active
way they won't focus on issues SUAVE members Pflantzer,
that only effect senior citizens." Jonathan Prosnit '01 and MatThis feeling may be reflected thew Barison '04. Barison crein the 15 percent of the vote that ated the voter information
went to Ralph Nader, who has packet that explains the candi•specifically targeted issues dates' positions on major issues.
SUAVE would like to thank
most relevant to students.
SUAVE realizes that the Trin- the Tripod, ConnPIRG, and
ity election does not reflect the COLT (Community Outreach
sentiments of the country, how- Leadership Team) for their onever, they felt it was important going support in the effort to
to learn which way Trinity register and inform voters.

SUAVE Mock Election Results
70%
60%50%40%30%
20%10%

Bush

Gore

Nader

20%

64%

15%
RESULTS COURTESY OF SUAVE

According to Sergeant Jeff
front of the fraternity. "If the
chalkings were on the sidewalk, Artikes, a Middletown police
it's our right to erase them," officer, the sidewalks are owned
Boyd said. "It's our property. We by Middletown. However, he
have the right to choose or cen- said they must be maintained
sor what's on our property."
by the property owner. Artikes
Boyd also said he had been said the property owner could
told that there was a chalking in wash off the chalk.
This is not the first time QA
front of Mocon which he paraphrased as saying "I f***ed a chalkings have been removed
DKE brother up the a** with my by students. Chalkings were rebigc**k."
moved in front of Olin Library
Gentry said he did not know by three students on Oct. 12,
who had been chalking in the 1998. The students removed the
DKE area and he did not know chalkings because they said
what messages were written in they were offended by them.
that area, "We just hand out the
The University policy allows
chalk and anyone who wants to for chalking on any horizontal
do it writes what they wantj" surface and forbids chalking on
porches, patios or pillars. The
Administration decides if the
content of a certain message requires its removal.
The removal of those
chalkings angered QA and
Gentry said.
other community members.
"Assuming all of this [the re- After a meeting was held, the
moval of chalkings], it's no se- students who removed the
cret that there's been animosity chalkings apologized.
between DKE and QA, espeKagan said he did not remove
cially over the past couple of the chalking in front of Beta
years," Gentry added. "If this is because of the message. He said
true then it's too bad. We wish he supported the QA's mission
they would have met or talked in its chalkings all over campus.
to us... The point is in creating "That stuff is great. People voicdialogue-not erasing it."
ing their opinions is a highly
Gentry said he was ap- effective way of getting your
proached by some people on voice across," Kagan said.
Thursday who told him they
Kagan said the QA erred in
felt some of the chalkings were infringing upon Beta's private
offensive.
property. Boyd agreed that the
According to Director of Pub- impetus for the removal of the
lic Safety Maryann Wiggin, Beta chalkings was that they were
and DKE are privately-owned, not on University-owned propoff-campus houses. She said QA erty.
is not technically allowed to do
"Essentially what happened
chalkings in privately owned was an act of vandalism and
areas. "If someone came to re- residents erased it," Kagan said,
port that their property was regarding the removal of
vandalized then we would look chalkings by both himself and
into it," Wiggin said.
DKEbrothers. •

FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Wednesday, Oct. 4. According to
Phil Gentry '02, the head of QA,
the phrases written on the cement range from being pro-homosexuality to an outlet in
which anger may be vented.
Eli Kagan '03, a Beta brother,
said he wiped away a chalking
in front of Beta which said
"Queer Fraternity" and then
had an arrow pointing to the
house. Kagan said he eliminated
the chalking around 1:30 a.m. on
Oct. 5 because he viewed it as
vandalism. "I did it because if
anybody had written anything
on our property 1 would have
cleaned it," Kagan said. "I don't
harbor any ill will towards the
Queer Alliance."
"It's pretty upsetting to have
anything you've written or expressed erased," Gentry said.
Britton Boyd'02, DKE's house
manager, said he did not know
who erased the chalkings in
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What If They Held a Presidential
Election and No Students Came?
Exploring the Presidential Race and Apathy at Trinity After the Debates
BY TALIA KROHN

News Writer

In the real world, the presidential election is just 14 days away, but within the
Trinity bubble, one may not guess it was
an election year at all. MTV and the Subway Series seem to be winning out over
election coverage on the televisions of
most dorm rooms, and few political discussions seem to go on at Mather or the
Cave.
But while a quick survey of campus
suggests that apathy seems to be the general mood, some faculty members are
convinced that Trinity students may be
more civic-minded than they seem.
Asked for his opinion on student interest in the upcoming elections, Political
Science Professor Clyde McKee stated
that, "1 challenge the concept that students are apathetic. I think that they do
care, but they are just wondering where
it all fits in when they are trying to play
in a soccer game, row crew, write an article for the Tripod, or whatever.
"I think that a lot of students are really engaged in a great many activities,"
McKee added. "I am impressed by the
extent to which they are committed. It's

Barak Calls
'Timeout'to
Reassess Peace
Process
JERUSALEM (CNN) - Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak told his Cabinet on
Sunday that Israel should take a
"timeout" to reassess the Middle East
peace process in reaction to this
weekend's Arab League summit and
continued Israeli-Palestinian fighting in
Gaza and the West Bank.
"Israel will continue to pursue peace
and every path that leads to it, but one

just that involvement in the presidential
elections in not a priority."
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Stefanie Chambers agreed that students
are not completely disinterested in all
that is going on in the political arena. Describing the debate watch that she and
Professor McKee hosted in McCook au-

election 2000
ditorium, she noted that, "for the first one,
the auditorium was completely full, and
for the second, it was at least filled to
three quarters." Chambers described
how, "when Gore mentioned tax cuts for
parents who send their kids to college,
students started cheering. This shows
that there are issues that students care
about."
And while student interest in this particular issue would seem rather self-serving, Chambers is convinced that what
the outsider mightsee asapathyand ignorance on the part of Trinity students
is a product of the candidates' inability
to make issues salient to college-aged
adults.
"Trinity students understand the com-

plex issues," she said, "but the candidates
just don't frame things in a way that students can see the relevance to their own
lives."
Instead of branding the less politically
inclined students as lost causes, faculty
members consider it their responsibility
to try to get students involved. McKee
stated that "the primary job I have is to
do what is necessary to make my students citizens in the most comprehensive sense. And that means more than
just having them listen to lectures from
candidates I have brought in." To take
advantage of all the educational opportunities an election year has to offer, he
explained, "we can use the presidential
campaign to provide students with intellectual challenges."
Passionately involved or not, student
opinions regarding the elections and the
candidates are overwhelmingly nega-

VASH1NGTONPOST.COM

Republican candidate George W.
Bush campaigns in Wisconsin.
the candidates themselves, those students following the election were very
unimpressed by the candidates' performances at the three debates. Most agreed
that the debates did very little to sway
their political views, as many reported
that the candidates seemed "boring, rehearsed, and unconvincing." Summing
up the general consensus, one sophomore stated that "The candidates kept

"The candidates just don't frame things in a way that
students can see the relevance to their own lives."
- Prof. Stefanie Chambers

tive. In response to the survey questions
Professor Chambers distributed to students who attended the debate watches,
one student wrote that "both candidates
emony at the Capitol injefferson City at- seem of low intelligence. Gore cannot
tended by his family, Carnahan's staff lead, he follows public opinion." Another
and state lawmakers. He will serve out claimed that "Bush is an idiot and a bad
the remainder of Carnahan's term, politician. Gore is a very good politician
and also an idiot," while yet another aswhich ends January 8.
"The people of Missouri have my serted that "1 agree with many of Gore's
pledge that I will do everything 1 can... views on issues, but mostly the candito make Missouri as productive as pos- dates pissed me off."
kJ
h l d d i n |pr _
sible and a great place to live," said Wilson, who became lieutenant governor in
1992 and was re-elected in 1996.
Carnahan, who was locked in a very
close U.S. Senate race with Republican
Sen. John Ashcroft was killed while on
his way to a campaign event in New
Madrid, Missouri.
Carnahan had served as governor
since 1993. The governor had been
viewed nationally as one of the Democrats' best hopes to oust Ashcroft in the
party's bid to reclaim control of the Senate from Republicans who won a majority in 1994.

talking, but they weren't.saying anything." Students also seem to have felt
that numerous issues including race relations, the middle east crisis, gun control, the death penalty, and poverty were
not addressed sufficiently in the debates.
But don't too excited about the fact
that some students are thinking about
the issues and the candidates, because
many others couldn't care less. As Melissa Steeley '02 stated jokingly, "the presidential elections? Those are still going
on???"

....... ..<-::>S:v3iVij

Nader Rejects
Calls to Quit Race
would have to be blind to security and
political needs to continue as if nothing
has changed," the prime minister said.
In Cairo, Egypt, concluding a two-day
summit, Arab League Secretary-General
Esmat Abdel-Meguid said, "The Arab
leaders express their condemnation for
the Israeli escalation of their malpractices and provocative actions while the
whole region was preparing and creating an atmosphere — a favorable atmosphere — for a fair and comprehensive
peace."
The Arab summit's final declaration
did not condemn the violence, but it did
denounce Israel, callingfora United Nations-led "war crimes tribunal" to try Israelis who the communique said were
responsible For the fighting.

OAKLAND, California (AP) - Green
Party presidential candidate Ralph
Nader rejected calls from a dozen of his
longtime fellow activists that he rethink
his campaign because he could cost
Democrat Al Gore the election.
12 old "Nader's Raiders" urged Nader
on Friday to dropout of the White House
race in states where Gore is in close fights
with Republican George W. Bush.
"I think they're well-intentioned but
frightened liberals who sided with the
lesser of two evils," Nader said of the
dozen, who call themselves "Nader's
Raiders for Gore."
Some of the dozen have, in recent
years, gone into corporate employment
or work for the government, and don't
understand that times have changed for
consumer activists, he said.
Missouri Has New
"We can't get done what we got done
Governor After
when they were working with us," because of, "big money in politics and the
Crash Kills
increasing homogenization of both parCarnahan
ties into one party indentured to business interests," Nader said.
JEFFERSON CITY, Missouri (CNN) The critics also said Nader broke a
Lt.Gov. Roger Wilson officially took over promise to campaign only in states
leadership of the state Wednesday, suc- where his candidacy would not hurt
ceeding Gov. Mel Carnahan — one of Gore's chances for victory. Nader denied
three people killed in a private airplane ever making such a promise, and made
crash late Monday night.
plain he intends to press on with his
Wilson, a Democrat, was sworn in as campaign nationwide, if only to build a
Missouri's 52nd governor at a brief cer- viable third party for the future.

Save a few bucks and catch a ride home in Billy's car!...with Jason,
Thomas, sleazy Andrew, crazy Jennifer, Kevin and smelly Bob. Oh, and
Billy needs the car back on Sunday. Be sure to bring fifty bucks for
gas and tolls...vhSttSfSTt How 'bout some personal space? Maybe
leaving on your own time, with some a / c , more leg room, a bathroom...and
on some schedules, even a movie. Take your next ride home with
Peter Pan/Greyhound. And leave smelly Bob behind.

•www.peterpanbus.com

www.greyhound.com
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Students
Support
Efforts to
Eradicate
Child Poverty

Means Memorial Lecture

Professor Berel Lang lectures on
the imagination in Holocaust literature.

ANNE TROWBRJDGE

Rape Survivor Speaks
contin uedfrom page one
merit, and fear overwhelmed
Ortolano. She felt that it was her
fault that she did not jump out
of the car earlier.
She relayed that she never
wanted anyone to know, admitting, "Had my sister not asked
me what was wrong that night,
I wouldn't be here today." Her
family talked Adrienne into going to the doctor's office and to
the police to tell her story. She
told a female detective all that
she could remember the next
day, but Ortolano strayed from
pressing charges against Alex
Kelly. Fear that Kelly would
find out that she was not remavnVng quiet and that Vie
would see reason to come and
kill her made her most reluctant.
Unfortunately, four days later
Ortolano learned that Kelly had
raped another girl after her.
This was the last straw in
Ortolano's eyes, as she did. not
want any more victims to suf-

fer like she had. She finally
pressed charges and a trial was
set for February of 1987, which
was a year after the incident.
Because he came from an affluent family, Kelly was released
on bail. During the next eight
years it was revealed that Kelly
had raped at least seven girls in
his lifetime. He fled the U.S. to
travel around Europe, financially supported by his family.
The FBI tracked him down on
the same day that Kelly decided
to plead guilty to the charges
against him.
He was sentenced to twenty
years, although his term has
been suspended to sixteen. Although this may not seem like
a lot of time to spend in prison,
it exceeds the statute of limitations for Connecticut of seven
years. Presently the state has
had an appeal from Ortolano
sitting on its desk for a whole
year, and she and her family are
still dealing with this case and
its effects.
: .

continued from page one
'04, Andrew Hatch '03, Josie
Weldon '04, Maureen Welch '03,
Harmony Hanson.'01, Nick Fox
'02, Madivala and Women's
Center
Director
Laura
Lockwood, was a prominent
force during the rally, waving
homemade banners and cheering loudly as the case against
child poverty was made.
Valassisand Madivala drew one
of the most impassioned responses of the whole day from
the crowd when they made an
impromptu speech and lead a
group cheer.
All of the speakers stressed
getting out to vote and voter registration tables were setup
around the rally. There was no
clear consensus on which candidate the crowd supported, as
both Nader and Gore supporters were highly visible and active. Bush supporters were
noticeably absent from the festivities.
The rally, which lasted just
over an hour, ended with a
breakdancing demonstration
from a local children's group.
While the long term success of
the Day of Conscience cannot
be judged immediately, the rally
served notice that progressive
activism is alive and well in the
state of Connecticut.
"The fa ct is. that Connecticut
is the wealthiest state in the nation, and there is no excuse for
why such child poverty should
exist. As students at such an
elite college as Trinity, we
should feel it our responsibility
to enact change in the community around us," commented
Madivala.

24,2000

Trinity to Create
Student Life Plan

continued from page one
the answers to that is part of the
goal of the proposed plan," she
elaborated.
As designed, The Student Life
Task Force, strictly a Trustee
group, gathered the initial evidence to prompt the questions
that will generate the big ideas
which will be included in this
new Master Plan. This evidence
came from examining intellectual life, social/community life
and facilities at Trinity and at
several other colleges for
comparison's sake.
"We're not sure what the answers are, but we know what
the questions are," noted
Campanella, reflecting on the
findings presented at the Board
meeting.
From now until December,
the Priorities and Planning
Committee (PPC), with the aide
of four multi-constituent task
forces, will be convening to generate ideas and suggestions to
present to the Trustees at
January's Board meeting. The
PPC,
which
includes
Campanella, Dean of Faculty
Miller Brown and three students, among others, will determine whether ideas are
workable within the context of
Trinity today and whether they
are consistent with the goals for
Trinity's future.
Their brainstorming is
guided by the "values" established by the Trustees, which
include "a culture of leadership," "an understanding that
learning is integral, woven into
all aspects of Trinity life," "a
commitment that diversity is
critical to Trinity's success," "intense personal and group commitment to learning," and "a
vibrant, inclusive social environment."

One sophomore, who wishes
to remain anonymous, expressed concern because the
values espoused sound very
similar to the ideals behind the
Tutorial College. "He included
the Tutorial in this, which I find
to be a stretch since it included
such a small portion of the student body and has no intention
of expansion."
Nonetheless, as explained by
President Dobelle's e-mail, the
new master plan is intended for
the entire college, and the hope
is that it will be implemented
very quickly. Once ideas are
generated, there will be some
that can be enacted right away
and others that, for financial
reasons or other limitations,
will be marked long term. Thus
it is recognized that the creation
and affects of a master plan will
not be instantaneous and
sweeping but will slowly and
steadily influence student life
on this campus.
Still students are not entirely
comfortable with this explanation. "I'd prefer less people vomiting in my hallway' over 'a
residential life experience
which promotes the blending
of intellectual and social life,'
and I doubt a committee's ability to affect either," concluded
Schurr.
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CAREER SERVICES
T H E BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.. .

PRUDENTIAL SECURITIES
INFORMATION SESSION
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2000

6:00 P.M.
REESE ROOM
Join Mark Leavitt '80, Managing Director, Group Head,
Prudential Volpe Technology Group and learn more about
Prudential Securities and the two-year analyst program.
Prudential Securities, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Prudential Insurance Company
of America, is a full service securities broker/dealer and investment bank. Prudential
Securities is one of the largest brokerage firms in the U.S., with over 17,000 employees,
including approximately 6,700 retail and institutional financial advisors. With more
than 300 offices in 20 countries, Prudential Securities is able to access financial markets
and provide services to clients worldwide.
Prudential Securities offers a two-year Analyst program designed for highly motivated
individuals with an interest in finance. The program rapidly develops the Analyst's
financial skills so that they can make a meaningful contribution to the investment
bank. The majority of Analysts will attend business or other graduate programs after
two years. In the past, selected Analysts with outstanding performance records have
been given the opportunity to continue for a third year as an Analyst, which may lead to
promotion to the Associate level.
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F A L L RECRUITING CONSORTIUM - N E W YORK
NOVEMBER 10,2000
T H E RESUME AND APPLICATION DEADLINE HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25 AT 6:00 P.M.
EF EDUCATION
INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2 S T "

7:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
REESE R O O M OF THE SMITH HOUSE
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FAIR
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25,2000
3:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
TERRACE ROOM A & B

Come meet Admissions representatives from over 20 Graduate and
Professional Schools. This is your chance to learn more about the
application process and ask those questions that are not included in the
brochures.
TRINHOMECOMING.COM
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3,2000
1 0 : 0 0 A.M.

This is an Internet technology based conference. TrinHomceoming.corri
will provide cutting edge information for both the novice and
experienced Internet users and also a great networking opportunity.

CHECK OUT TRINITY RECRUITING FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
PRUDENTIAL SECURITIES.

For more information on any of the above events please stop by Career Services or call x. 2080
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Letter From Rome

Champagne, Churches and Charging Nuns
very unique professors make
every morning a surprise.
Rome Correspondent
Each of the art history classes
and the majority of the history
Arriving at Fiumicino air- classes meet twice a week. One
port, I expected to be greeted by meeting is a short 50 minute to
the full imperial splendor of an hour lecture. The second
ancient Rome, as well as some meeting, though around three
friendly Rome Campus staff hours long, is highly anticimembers.
pated each week. What is this
Unfortunately, Fiumicino is a beast of a three hour class you
twenty minute cab ride from may ask? It is the walk.
the city center, so neither of my
Each week we have ventured
wishes were fulfilled. So far, that to a different corner of Rome.
has been the only disappoint- For example, our Renaissance
ing experience that I have had Art class recently took a tour of
in Rome. Stepping into this the hidden gem of Santa Maria
world-city for a semester re- in Trastevere with its original
quires nothing more than a Cavallini mosaics of gold leaf
the Globe
little curiosity, a sense of adven- and glass tiles dating back to
ture and some quick feet with the 13* Century (I know this bewhich to avoid the homicidal cause I have my notes next to vated nuns (possibly with a
Roman drivers.
me in hopes of producing a fierce Christian zeal) all workClasses at the Rome Campus midterm review sheet at some ing together, throwing elbows
could not be more Utopian. Lo- point in the near future). Other with the sort of skill that only a
cated in what is considered to adventures include a Thursday veteran running back could apbe (by Italian
preciate, in hopes of
standards) one of
improving their
the most expenproximity to the
sive residential
Pope. This all ocneighborhoods
curring in the
in the city, our
midst of a highly
school is housed
insightful presenin a beautiful
tation, prepared by
little convent beJames Harlow '02,
longing to the
on Michelangelo's
Nuns of the
Pieta. Of all the
Camoldolesi Ortimes that I have
der, with whom
visited St. Peter's
the Trinity-Rome
thus far, this was
Campus shares
one of the few times
Clockwise from top left: Nat Silver '02, Nick'
its facilities.
that I've seen the
banister_surro
Classes gener- Barquin '02, Brooke Coughlin '02, Kristina
ally' , -begin Scott '02, Sfodie Weyher '012 neix-GhpH^'
around 9AM. While being jus- morning romp to St. Peter's Ba- cleared of people, as everyone
tifiably early by any college silica where, completely unex- was crowded into the center of
student's standards they are far pectedly, we found ourselves in the nave to herald the Pope's ardifferent from a tired morning. the midst of an audience with rival.
There is no blind stumbling, the Pope himself. We were able
No one who has ventured to
sleep in eyes, to another lecture. to witness, first hand, the abil- Trinity-Rome can forget the
A staff of highly motivated and ity of a group of highly moti- unique first impression that

Trinity Around

BY NAT SILVER

Boston Job Fair and
Recruiting Consortium
th
Friday, November 17 , 2000
Swiss Hotel, Boston

Register and upload your resume to JobDirect.com if you are
interested attending this event. If you would like to schedule interviews
I with specific companies on this day, please apply to the positions via JobDirect. 'Transportation will be provided but spacewill be limited.
Sign up now in Career Services!
Participating Companies:
American Express Financial Advisors
Arnica Mutual Insurance Co. Analysis
Group/Economics
Arthur Andersen
Biogen
Boston Market Strategies
C.T. Male Associates, PC
Cambridge Associates
Carney Sandoe & Associates
Charles River & Associates
Community Newspaper Co.
Deloitte &Touche
EF Education Interviews
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Filene's Department Stores
Fleet Bank Internet Training
Fleet Boston Financial
General Investment & Development
IDC (International Data Corporation)

INFOSYS Technologies
InterPay, Inc.
MARSH
Mathematics Policy Research
New England Financial Group
ONE INC.
Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical
Partners Healthcare System
Primix Solutions
SCORE Educational Centers
The Center For Blood Research
The Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel
The Key Program
The New England Center For
Children
The NorthBridge Group
The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Tvisions

You must apply for interviews by
MONDAY, OCTOBER 30 t h -midnight

Professor Jan Gadeyne, age old
veteran of the program, leaves
on his students. Whether or not
you have taken a course with
him, if you have been to Rome
you have heard the first words
out of his mouth on orientation
day (the day when we get an
idea of our classes and professors, helping to make the decision whether or not to add or

O

see NAT'S on page eleven

Top Ten Reasons the
NY Yankees will win
the World Series.

H.
10. They're all on steroids.
9. The Mets have been brainwashed.
8. Derek Jeter wants to admire his face on more
TV commercials.
7. David Justice needs something else to rub in
Halle's face.
6. Paul O'Neill want his body to fall apart on a
good note.
5. Chuckie K., as clutch as he is with the glove,
is not playing in the field,
4. Joe feels the need for more rings than he has
fingers.
3. Clemens found the other half of Piazza's but
, arid isn'tafraid to use it
,,_•..
2. The payroll goes to pay all other teams to lose.
1. The entire team is actually composed of alien
robots.

J.P. MORGAN CHASE & Co.
INFORMATION SESSION
OCTOBER 25 TH , 2000
IN TERRACE ROOM C
AT 7:00 P.M.
Join Nathan Allen, '87 and Peter Nolan,f 8l
and learn more about the
Investment Banking Analyst Program.
Some other important dates for J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. are:
Resume and Letter deadline - Wednesday, November 1, 2000
Interview Date - Wednesday, November 8, 2000

TO SEE THE JOB POSTING, VISIT TRINITY RECRUITING.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, STOP BY CAREER SERVICES OR

CALL X. 2 0 8 0 .
If you have any questions or need further information,
please stop by Career Services or call x. 2080.

drop any classes): "1 am a maniac in my field." Not only does
he sound it but certainly looks
the part as well. The mad professor prepares his students for
what they can only assume will
bea verycurious and entertaining semester. Honestly though,
my first thoughts were "how

FEA TUKES
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Professor Heather Sharkey New to Trinity
Middle Eastern and Islamic World Specialist Comes to Trinity From MIT
tute of Technology, where I taught time I can have meaningful interaction
Middle Eastern as well as African his- with students.
Tripod: What are you currently worktory.
Tripod: Why did you want to teach at ing on in terms of research?
Sharkey: My research focus is on the
On Wednesday, October 18, the TripodTrinity?
Sharkey: Well, I like the fact that it is a Sudan, which was a British colony from
sat down with new history professor
college that emphasizes humanistic 1898 to 1956.1 am finishing a book that
Heather Sharkey.
studies the
Tripod; Let's start with what you teach. s t u d i e s
developSharkey: I am the Middle East histo- and it has
ment of narian here at Trinity. 1 teach a two semes- a strong
tionalism
ter survey of Middle Eastern history, the interest in
in the confirst concentrating on the Middle East the wider
text
of
and the wider Islamic world from the w o r l d .
Sudanese
sixth century until approximately the History at
colonial19llv. Next semester, in the spring, I have Trinity is
ism. In a
the continuation of that survey, focusing i m p o r more short
on the Middle East since 1920. In addi- tant, it reterm range
tion to that, this year I'll teach a First Year a 1 1 y
I am also
Seminar on biographies and life histo- matters.
working on
ries. It's a lot of fun. The class, despite the There are
an article
name, actually focuses on modern Egyp- a lot of rewhich extian history. We've been reading mem- sources,
plores the
oirs, novelistic biographies, and and there
role of Araautobiographies about people from all is a lot of
bic poetry
walks of life. We've also been writing our enthusiin stimulatown life stories, and using threads from asm on
ing nationthe various books that we read to com- the part
a 1 i s t
ment on our own lives. It's a great class of both
thought. I
and is going extremely well. Then in the the facam very inspring, I'll also be teaching an upper level
terested in
seminar on nationalism, with a focus on the^ stu- Heather Sharkey outside of Seabury
the Middle East, but exploring nationaldents. I was really very impressed with interactions between history and literaism more as a global and historical phethe other faculty that I met. It struck me ture.
nomenon and encouraging the study of
and still strikes me as an intellectually
Tripod: Do you speak Arabic?
comparative examples. That class is
vibrantatmosphere where historiansof
Sharkey: Yes.
cross listed with International Studies.
very different fields and specialties talk
Tripod: What other languages can you
Technically I think that I am threeto each other and engage in dialogue, so speak?
fifths History and two-fifths Internathat it is a very stimulating environment
Sharkey. I tend to use French, and I can
tional Studies. I'll also be teaching a
intellectually.
read German, but I don't actively use othcourse in the Masters Program in History
I like the fact that it emphasizes un- ers in my research.
on women .arid Islam's historical per1
dergraduate
education and that there is
Tripod: Where did you grow up?
spectives; focusing on cViari'girig posi1
Sharlcey: I grew up in central New Jertions in society and feminism, women's an opportunity to get to know the students
and
to
interact
with
them
in
a
subsey.
Actually, in the next town over from
rights, and so on in various historical
stantial way because history and the where Bruce Springsteen came from.
periods.
actual act of doing research is a very isoTripod: Where did you go to school?
Tripod: Where did you teach before lating experience, something that you do
Sharkey: I went to Yale and did a
on your own. That aspect of it, doing all bachelor's degree in Anthropology. After
you came to Trinity?
Sharkey: I taught for a year at the Uni- of the reading, doing archival research, Yale, I won a Marshall Scholarship from
versity of Massachusetts at Amherst. it can be very lonely. I like the idea that the British government and I went to the
Then I was at the Massachusetts Insti- at Trinity I can do that and at the same University of Durham. I did an M.Phil in
BY JAMES CABOT
Features Editor

modern Middle Eastern Studies, which
was basically Arabic history and literature. Then I went to Princeton and I did
my Ph.D in the history department focusing on the Middle East and Africa.
Tripod: What did you write your Yale
senior essay on?
Sharkey: British language reform
policy. It is interesting because it was an
anthropology thesis. I had taken some
classes on literacy, which is funny because, as you will realize later, the things
that you end up taking as an undergraduate will stay with you more than
you realize and I took a couple of classes
on anthropological linguistics, or sociolinguistics, which is very different from
what we do in the linguistics department. We study languages as a cultural
phenomenon and not as phonetic grammar rules. Also [I took some classes] on
literacy and writing, and I am still very
interested in that. I wrote my thesis on
language reform under Attaturk, in Turkey in the 1920s. You can see that I was
leaning toward History even though I
got my degree in Anthropology.
Tripod: What would you describe as a
formative academic experience?
Sharkey From the time I was very
little I was always fascinated by the
wider world. I could take out the atlas
and stare at it, and wonder about all the
countries that I knew little about. Initially, my interests were prompted by my
curiosity about the wider world, and the
Middle East and Africa were two parts
that I knew the least about. That's part
of it.
Some people have an impulse to study
things close to their own lives and come
to some kind of greater awareness about
themselves and about the world that way,
but I find it more enriching and satisfying and illuminating to study peoples
and places that are different from where
I came from, very different from my own
background, but in the process to seek
similarities.
see SHARKEY on page eleven

WHO DO YOU WANT TO WIN THE
WORLD SERIES?

TAP RAVE PARTY
TREVOR
YUHAS '01

"F@#$ing Mets,
YO!"
OCTOBER S8fll

1311 A u d i t ! OS?© 8$
YASMIN
HAMAD '04

"I'm not really a big
baseball fan, but Tun
a Red Sox fan, so I
want the Yankees to
lose."

SATAN
PRINCE OF
DARKNESS

"Go Yankees!"

& Better
Than The Beach
Party
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Hie Rifs's
FlSCES
AUG25-SLFT22
This week you feel as though people
around you are waiting for you to
make a move you're not yet entirely
prepared to make. Think carefully, and
don't open your mouth until you're
sure of yourself. This probably involves getting more information, and
the New Moon will encourage you to
find what you need to know.

-i-

LlBKA
SE.rr23-oc.x22

The New Moon this week offers you a
number of ways to reinvent your life financially, romantically , and academically. Simply put, expect the unexpected. Drama is in the airforyou,
so feel free to go a little over the top if
you want to, the Moon in Scorpio
means this is the perfect time to indulge yourself. Hold out for the best
this week.

SCORHO
OCX 25-NOV 21

Take some initiative this week and get
as much done onyourown as you can.
The ball is in your court - and the New
Moon is in your Sign. You have the
sheer willpower this week to make a
serious difference either at school or in
your family life, so call your mother or
your professor. There's not much time
left before the Thanksgiving/Christmas madness, so get issues like inter-

m

1?-MAR 2O

You're going to have to back up everything you say or do with a more intrinsic faith than you've faced up to in
a long time. You deal in a more spiritual realm than any of the other signs,
so harness your spirituality. Reconnect with your internal purpose.

ARIES MAR21 -APR I?
This week's New Moon should motivate you to use all of your personal
power in the pursuit of a goal that's
been a long time coming. Your friends
will edge a little closer to you as well,
so use their strengths to augment your
own, and don't be afraid to call in a few
favors from people you've helped out
in the past. You cannot afford to be
lazy this week, Aries, and the success
or failure of your numerous ventures
will depend (as it always has) on your
ability to motivate yourself.

TAURUS
APR 20-MAY 20

The New Moon this week will set
your closest relationships on the front
burner, so use this week to cement your
ties to the people you care most about
and consider letting go of those who
claw at your nerves. Foster a sense of
calm this week, Taurus, and don't be
afraid to let people around you take
charge of some of the decisions you

J
have to fight your jealous tendencies Single Bulls are warned to be extra
this week if you want to hold together picky about with whom they stumble
something you care about.

SAGITXARIUS
NOV22-DE.C21
This is a great week for forging new
agreements and relationships, as the
New Moon pushes aside old stumbling
blocks and puts an end to the frustrating delays you've experienced lately.
Impulsive road-trips and long, intense
conversations are likely this week, so
give in to your urge to expand your
world. Keep in mind, however, that
these exciting encounters can't be left
hanging, so clean up the loose ends.
CAPRICORN
DELC22-JAN \9

In the next three weeks a dream you
have will be realized, so think twice
about what you wish for. This week is
marked by new beginnings across the
boards, and you're not an exception.
The difference is that unlike a number of signs who still have a lot of
planning to do, you've done your
homework. No matter what you
thought your most important goals
and relationships were, they're about
to change for the better.

AOtlARIUS
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Nat's Roman Adventure

Tony yet?" or "I believe we need to find a
line of inspiring poetry for this week's
can I drop this class, immediately," later Tony"). The program would not be comto find out that this has been, by far, my plete, of course, without the extensive list
favorite class.
of required Italian language classes.
This, of course, is only a brief taste of
These classes all impart upon the
the offerings at the Rome Campus. Oth- Rome student a better sense of Italy, Italers this semester include: Renaissance ian culture and, most specifically, of
and Baroque History, Italy: Politics and Rome. Even with a full course load, there
Society (both taught by history profes- is still plenty of time to explore the sites,
sor Borden Painter); Introduction to Ro- sounds and culinary delights of one of
man Art; Early Christian Art; The Divine the world's great cities. The Trinity-Rome
Comedy (an excellent literature class program is an excellent way to see the
also offered at Trinity); Drawing Monu- city. Like the city itself, the program was
ment with Prof. Tony (a highly skilled not built in a day. In fact, it celebrates its
artist who has left such an impression thirtieth anniversary this year.
on his class thus far that drawing assignThis article is part of a regular series
ments are now fondly referred to as exploring Trinity's study-abroad pro"Tony's" as in, "Nick, have you done your grams.
continued from page nine

Sharkey New to Trinity
continued from page ten
At Yale, they had this wonderful thing
called shopping period. At the beginning
of the semester you didn't preregister for
any classes, you just showed up in different classes. I thought I was going to study
History, or maybe even East Asian Studies, or British Studies when I came to
Yale. On a whim I showed up in a class
for Anthropology, and that hooked me.
A lot of the Anthropology classes were
about Islamic society and I became more
curious. That prompted me to study Arabic. Actually, my Arabic teacher at Yale
was Michael Schub, who.is now here at
Trinity.
Tripod: What are your hobbies?
Sharkey: 1 love film and the visual
luxury of watching movies from different periods and different countries.
Tripod: You must love Cinestudio.
Sharkey; Yes. I have been a couple of
times and it is an unbelievable resource.
Sg^n&^ls-I don't' get to do it
as much as I can.

1 also have newer passions. In 1994 1
went as a visiting researcher to the University of Bergen, in Norway. I had never
been to Scandanavia before, and 1 was
just blown away by the sweaters that
they had, and oh my very last day in the
country I got a Norwegian to teach me
how to knit. Knitting,, which is something thatnobody in my family hadever
done, and to my mind had always had
an old-fashioned stereotype, is something that Istarted to do. Ifounditdeeply
satisfying and tactile. It is a welcome release from cerebral activity.
I don't want to read history all of the
time. In fact, 1 would go farther and say
that, although I love history, that is not
all that my life is about. I am also a cook,
and I cook food from all different countries. I just love food.
Tripod: Are you tenure-tracked? How
long will you be here?
Sharkey. 1 don't know, it is hard to
think in that way Isupppse that 1 could
theoretically be here forever.:
_

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

Go back to the beginning of a project
or relationship that's been consistently
blocked - your approach is obviously
not working. You need to reformulate a
plan of action, and you need to do it
quickly, A job-related issue probably
needs to be abandoned due to hopelessness, even though you feel you've put a
lot into it. You're affected by forces beyond your control, and the best thing
you can do is adjust appropriately. Use
romance to make yourself feel cared for
and safe.

CANCER
Romance, creative endeavors, and
deepening friendships make this week
one of your best in a while, Cancer. It's
high time you got out there and did
things you actually enjoy, rather than
placing your happiness in the hands
of others. Your sign is ruled by the
Moon, and this week its New in Scorpio, the sign of sensual indulgences, so
by all means indulge. Set aside old patterns of schoolwork and relationships,
and use this week to reward yourself
for what you've accomplished so far.

JAN2O-TE.5 is
LEO
You may have taken a wrong turn reJUL25-AUG22
cently and this week is the perfect
time to set your life back on track. You have the chance to be a mentor in
Reclaim yourself, even if it means re- more ways than you know, and your
defining who you are to an extent. Re- words earry a lot of significance to
member its not a makeover, it's a those who look up to you. Use your
transition, and a highly necessary one power wisely. Realize that this week's
at that. In order to facilitate your ef- New Moon symbolizes a house-cleanforts this time, make sure the people ing phase in your sign, so don't be
around you get your message straight afraid to get rid of the old. You're in
from you, not from a third party. Use transition right now, but you have to
this time wisely to improve others' remain attentive to what you hope to
accomplish in the next few weeks.
understanding of you.
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An Interview With Hip Hop Artist Wyclef Jean
mon, tyiosTJef, always try to definitely.
Tripod: You mention King
do something totally differArts Writer
ent, and it's not the thing Solomon and David, and
that sells as much as every- there are hints of Rastafari
D
aniel Kasper''02 inter- thing else, but it definitely culture throughout your
we
work, are you a Rasta?
»ved Wyclef Jean during his sells, and it's working.
V1S
Wyclef: Well I mean I'm
Tripod: So you are the son
'' to Trinity this weekend.
of a preacher, does religion not really a Rasta you underTr
ipod: So Wyclef, You've
worked with so many people
m [
he music industry over
the last five years, from
Kenny Rogers to Rita Marley
and the I3s. Who was your
favorite artist to work with
and Why?
"yclef: Everybody 1 work
with has their own vibe. You
know what I'm saying? I was
real airiped when I was work*nS with Michael Jackson you
know? i wanted to like meet
the guj, caU se its like I grew
U
P listening to Mike you
kn
°*...and Carlos Santana,
Whitney Houston; they all
have their own energy you
know what I'm saying?
Tr
ipod: The world of hipho
P 's changing a lot right
WWW.ROLUNCSTONE.COM
now with alternative artists
Wyclef
Jean
lost
in
deep
thought
We
wonder
what he's
like yourself, the Roots, Common
thinking.
Sense, and Jurassic 5
coming i n to the mainstream. play an integral part in your stand? I'm learning; I study
Islam, Judaism, Buddhism,
>?0 y°u think this a good thing music, your writing?
lor ra
Wyclef: Spirituality...you everything. I'm just a spirip , this change in the
know what I'm saying...l get tualist, you understand? I
guard and what not?
Wyclef: Definitely, that's the energy from God you plan to have 65 wives before
wh
a t you need. We are al- know, I focus from the tribe I die.
Tripod: So can you tell us
ways trying to make a of King Solomon and David
chan
g e you know, us, Com- and I just focus the energy anything about a possible
B Y DANIEL KASPER

Fugees reunion sometime in
the future?
Wyclef:
Yeah, yeah,
yeah...the Fugees reunion,
start saving your money
now, you know what I'm saying, its gonna happen 2001
or 2002. You know what I'm
saying, save a quarter a day
and you should be ready to
buy the next Fugees album.
But for now pick up the
Ecleftic:
Tripod: Maybe a tour following?
Wyclef: Definitely a tour,

dominantly white audiences at hip-hop shows,
along with high volumes of
album sales to whites. How
do you feel about this topic,
and what do you think this
means?
Wyclef: I don't know,
cause like, I have white
people in my family; you
know what I am saying?
Tripod: But this is new to
Hip Hop?
Wyclef: For me, what I promote is unity for everybody.
And that's what I am, a key

"I'm just a spiritualist, you understand?
I plan to have 65 wives before I die."
so look out for it.
Tripod: You've been on a
college tour with De La Soul
and Black Eyed Peas. What
college stop has been the
best so far? Where have you
partied at the most?
Wyclef: I don't know, I got
to see after tonight... I mean its
our birthday...we gonna definitely party with the Trinity
College crowd. Look, I got 1,2,
3,4,5,6,7 girls, they're all my
escorts.
Tripod: So I got one more
serious question, then we'll
rap this up. People like the
Roots, and your girl Lauryn
Hill have publicly confronted the issue of pre-

promoter...I don't care who's
buying my record, whether
you white, black, green or Chinese, man. In the end the
blood is the same thing, it's
just a different type. Look I'm
not even black. You know
what's black; this is black
[pointing to a Hack piece of
paperl.you understand, I'm a
pimp.
Tripod: So finally, who do
you want to win the series,
Mets or Yankees?
Wyclef: I do care about
baseball a lot, when I was
young...Reggie
Jackson,
Willie Randolph, so you
know I have no choice...I
gotta root for the Yankees.

A Wild And Crazy Evening With Wyclef Jean
One Woman s Detailed and Amusing Account of Last Saturday s Concert
9:45 - More music video ac- she, and I put this as delicately as ies party. Bummer.
tion. This time it's Wyclef Jean's possible, gyrates into his face.
12:45 - Wyclef and his crew
and MaryJ, Blige's "911." Doing it
10:35 - The dancing ends. show up with those dancing
live are Wyclef and the City Phew.
girls. Yay!
High chick. I, and the rest of the
10:36 - Once again, Wyclef
12:50 - Man, security is tight
crowd, are very moved, I'm sure. starts up with the babbling. Feel- around here. Even Wyclef can't
9:50 - Wyclef decides to talk to ing a little loopy from all the sec- get in.
us again. I can make out a few ond hand...uh...energy...I dance to
1:00 - Wyclef and company,
words: "champagne," "get wasted him speaking.
plus all those lovely ladies pile
10:45 - More Marley covers.
until you fall down," "pass out,"
into a giant white Mercedes and
10:46 - Mass exodus to the drive off, no doubt to somewhere
etc. I think I like what I'm heardoor. Lizzy and I forge on in the fabulous.
ing.
951 - True to his word, Wyclef name of thorough journalism.
1:01 -.1 meditate on the nature
10:47 - I'm breaking...
starts passing cups of chamof fame.
10:48 - Wonder if I could get a
pagne down to those in the front
1:02 -1 meditate on the nature
little more bored.
of drunk college girls.
10:49 - Start thinking that my
1:03 -1 meditate on my evening
- Wyclef decides to talk to us again. I can make out a few
grandfather and those Faith Hill with Wyclef Jean Well, so what if
w
ords: "champagne,'* "get wasted until you fall down," "pass out,"
fans might just be on to some- it was "really expensive karaoke"
et
thing.
(in the words of TCAC music diI think I like what I'm hearing.
1050 -1 leave before I start to rector Helena Carvalho)? It was
rette.
forget how much fun I was hav- still fun and funny and bizarre and
tage'?" Lizzy asks me. Uh, I think rows, Nice!
just a little dirty. And I figure all
8:25 - start getting bored of so.
9:52 - Even nicer! All of a sud- ing earlier.
12:30 -Can't get into the eight- that equals a pretty good night.
this guy on stage. If I wanted to
9:15 - The boys onstage get into den, Wyclef Jean is standing next
see your standard hip-hop DJ, I a little "It Takes Two," and we're all to me and pouring champagne
would l l a v e g o n e t 0 T h e Velvet_
shouting "I'm not internationally on everyone. What a great guy,
Where's wyclef?
known, butl'm known to rock the maybe 1 will buy the album.
Business Education I Communications Health I Law
10:00 - Wyclef regales us with
°. JU - Attention briefly recap- microphone!" I wonder if Wyclef is
tU
making working his way through tales of his first lapdance. Then, in
fUi y D J removing h i s s h i r L
, . ~ 1 ' ~ Attention lost. Where's myMillenniumHip-HopPartyal- a nice segue, he invites some girls
Wyclef?
bura A definite possibility, Idecide. up on stage for a dance contest
GRHDURTE PR0GRHM8
8.40 - cheesy music video of
10:05 - Lots of "dancing" from
9:25 - Was he planning on
Nurse Practitioner
some 'refugees" shows up on the playing a full song this evening? the young co-eds of Trinity Col- MASTER'S:
Business Administration Pathologists' Assistant
screen behind the stage. Wyclef
9:26 - Apparently, yes. Good lege.
Jean emerges. A cheer rises from news! The crowd grooves to ALL
10:10 - In what Lizzy nomi- Health Administration Physician Assistant
Teaching
thecrOd°
nates as the high point of the Journalism
of "Guantenamera."
FIRST
° : 41 - The show starts with
evening,
Wyclef
lifts
a
girl
up
as
9:30 - A rash of crowd-surfing
E-Media
PROFESSIONAL:
a t
?
[ftink is a crazy rendition crops off. 1 drop some kid.
Advanced Physical
Law
Six credits away from getting
oi Bob Parley's "No Woman, Whoops.
Therapy
Law/Business
the graduate degree that will
ucm t Cry- its hard to tell what's
Biomedical
Sciences
9:35 - More unintelligible talkAdministration
change his career forever.
Forensic Nursing
gomg O t l here.
Law/Health
ing from our boy Wyclef. The
BmVMawrCwa Ftwwuu
*•
Administration
Molecular and Cell ..
ttSO-v/ycleftalkstothecrowd crowd seems responsive. "How
jvSoWIn most0fU9States«vU curw«bsits
Biology
torawhile.ishespeakingEnglish? come all these drunk people can J g
w a l l )-8IW.5S0-9794
^oniething about welfare, maybe? understand, and 1 can't?" Lizzy- 'AS (iMMSINS C(RI> KKMKTOB' - 7 , M « l . r . u
iwonderifthiscrowdknowswhat asks, Good question.
that means.
9:40 - Opener City High's
Tins is your Dune.
.
QUINNIPIAG
9:00 -Music starts up again. It's leader singer belts one out. Very
This
i
s
youp
place'."
a11
UNIVERSITY
Wyclef does House of Pain," nice, very touching, very
i t t l e ' J upm p A d - N d
Whitney Houston. But of course,
- «j urn p Around" ends this crowd came to get down.
'
06518 . w w w . q u i n n i p i a c . e d u • 203-582-867 2/1-800-462-1944

somewhere half-way through.
9:04 - More noodling around
Arts Writer
from the performers on-stage. It's
fun noodling though crazy hip~ - Don cowboy hat. Grab hop beats and random rapping.
m
y Mend Lizzy. Haul ass down Dancing wildly, I think "Anybody
t0 heF
could have fun at this show_well,.
^ erris Athletic Center.
,, ° ~ Enter Ferris and imme- except maybe my grandfather or
diately s t a n b u s t m g a m o v e t 0 Faith Hill fans."
the lnn&cuous DJ-ing of a mem9:10 - Still immersing myself
De
(as is everybody else) in the beats.
™t1 %clef Jean's entourage.
Video screenstarts up again with
g
a Beastie Boys-esque video of the
mg S ig n i n t n e b a c k ( I i n
Fugees as action stars.
the opposite direction of where
9:11 - "Are they playing 'Saboevery0Ile is facing.). Light a cigaBY ADRIAN KUDLER
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Theater In Ten Minutes
BY JACQUELYN MAHER

Arts Writer

Typical of the studio performance series, Seabury 19 was cramped with students, faculty and parents for the
Ten-Minute Play Festival last Thursday.
The performers were all Trinity students,
and the directors members of Tony Hall
and Arthur Feinsod's Directing class. The
spectacles ranged from chimps writing
Hamlet to a performance art piece based
on Sam Shepard's poetry.
The evening began with a dramatic
rendition of Regina Taylor's Love Poem
#98. Sophomore Pilar Carrington's directorial concept seemed to be a ten minute
Calvin Klein ad. The actors, Jordan
Contratto '03 and Tiffany Reed '03, captured the severity of the crazed characters.
Reed portrayed the transition of a hardened young woman to complacent wife
with skill, and Contratto's scowl was appropriately menacing for his character.
Though aided by several costume
changes, the stages of the relationship and
the passage of time was difficult to decipher. Constant exits and entrances made
the piece hard to follow. Carrington was
more successful in her direction when she
kept both actors on stage. Overall, however, the play remained too heavy for ten
minutes.
In a complete change of mood, Love
Poem #98 was followed by a David Ives
piece directed by Amy Buchner '02. The
Philadelphia hilariously creates the concept of black holes of everyday reality,
named after major cities. All of the actors
were completely dedicated to this world.
They explained them to each other with
straight conviction which sent the audience laughing in unison. Peter

characters, but performed with ease.
Phillips' success resided in perfect rhythm
direction and appropriate casting.
Cristina Lundy '01 took on directing
the classic monologue The Stronger by
August Strindberg. Ironically, Amanda
Berger '03 stole the show with her silent
portrayal of an actor/mistress. Her reactions were appropriate and telling, and
her presence understated yet direct. Marli
Reifman '03 performed with grace and
poise, tackling the difficult subject matter of a woman bringing herself to the realization that her husband has cheated on
her and molded her to be the woman he
really wanted. Reifman didn't entirely
invest in the character but held her audience throughout. Lundy created fluid
movement, with appropriate status
changes, but needed to help Reifman further her character.
Directing an original monologue, Dan
Rosen'01 continues to make himself a strong
presence in the Studio 19 series. Alex .
Webster '01 mastered the hilarious character Rosen created. Marching out in knee
socks, a whistle, a sunblocked nose and covered in calamine lotion, Webster presented
heraudiencewithadisturbinglyfunny abusive camp counselor. Addressing the audience with ease, her performance was clean
and well timed. Rosen staged his piece with
definite movement and clear conception.
JustinBaU'Oltookthemost risks with his
adaptation of Sam Shepard's Savage/Love.
Tim O'Brien '01 provided beautiful live music, Marisa Lindsey's gesture sequence was
both graceful and desperate. Sophomore
Ryan Lerner's portrayal of a obsessive lover
and rapist wasappropriatelydisturbing. His
expressions were subtle and aided the progression of the piece. Kristina Michelle
Depeau's '04 dead face was suitable to her
victimized character. With the performance

Heidi Latsky Performs
at Studio 47

Heidi Latsky in performance.

Don't miss Studio 47's next guest, New York City-based choreographer, Heidi Latsky. Latsky will premiere a solo work as well as a
piece created for and performed by Trinity Theater and Dance students. The performance will take place in Seabury 47 Wednesday,
October 25, at 7:30 PM. Admission is free.

W''W'perprma
poetry."
Wannemacher '03 articulated the com- in timacy that the studio allows, the audience
edy with perfect facial expressions but could easily witness the internal agony
unfortunately upstaged himself with his Depeau's character felt through her eyes
repetitive gestures. From the moment alone. Lindsey served as the voice for the siBrad Beitz '04 entered in a "Philadelphia" lenced victim Her intensity in voice and
frenzy, he captured his audience with well movement was perfectly poignant. Ball
developed character. The pair were well proved that as a director he is a master of
complemented by Sara Pf lantzer '04 who stage space, and has the ability to take his
filled the role of an unamused waitress audience on a full journey utilizing voice,
with the skill of one who has filled that music, movement and text in a mere ten
role before. Ives' writing provides direc- minutes.
tion itself, but Buchner created the atmoIt is difficult to determine if it is Tim
sphere and rhythm appropriately.
Cunningham's writing or Erica Cates' '03
The Man Who Couldn't Dance created a directing that made A Moment oj Silence
bookend of drama for the previous comedy. so difficult to follow Nick Hildebidle's '02
Written by Jason Katims and directed by bumbling character and comedic timing
Sarah Farnham '02, the piece lacked the ten- carried the show along with fellow junior
sion of lovers regretting their choice of sepa- James Creque's antics as a drunk barration. Rachael Unkovic '04 portrayed her tender. Peter Wannemacher's rise to madcharacter's internal journey, from insisting ness was stilted and confusing. Tiffany
she loved her husband to embracing her ex- Reed's character seemed to have little purlover, with appropriate build Unfortunately, pose on stage. Despite her rather extenher singular success was not enough tocon- sive set, Cates failed to stage the story of
vince the audience of their bond. Peter Blair human guilt and its repercussions.
'01 moved with precision, spoke clearly, but
The audience was once again treated'to a
did not develop the character that Katims Davidlves piece with senior Peter Goldwyn's
wrote. Blair committed to the character's adaptation of Words, Words, Words and anneuroses only when he spoke of them. other performance by Pemoulie. The three
Farnham chose a difficult play, but her final actors, Lemer, Pf lantzer and Pemoulie porimage of the rocking embrace cinched the trayed chimps set to write Hamlet as a scipiece rewardingly.
entific experiment. Lerner and Pemoulie's
Ring Lardner's The TridgetofGreva was movements were hilariously accurate, and
staged masterfully by Christie Phillips '01. they managed to keep fluid speech throughThe rhythmic sound and gesture se- out their jumping, swinging and typing.
quence which opened the piece immedi- Pflantzer was also enjoyable, but didn't exately got the audience involved and tend herself as far as her fellow chimps.
laughing. The three actors, Kevin Goldwyn set the stage perfectly, introducPemoulie '01, Jordan Contratto, and Brad ing us to the actors as chimps before they
' Beitz Were consistent with their comedic spoke. Scratching, bouncing, shoving barhythm and characterization. Every one nanas in their mouths, the chimps were deof Pemoulie's lines seemed to tickle the au- lightfully believable.
The show was long, but the ten-minute
dience, and his full beard added to his ridiculous portrayal of a child on a fishing time limit kept even the most restless autrip. Contratto proved to be a flexible ac- dience members alert. Overall the cometor, trading his love-obsessed character of dic pieces tended to be more successful in
Love Poem #98, to a gruff man full of his such a short time frame. Be sure to get to
own disgusting masculinity. Beitz's char- Studio 19 early for their twenty minute
acter paled slightly next to these distinct final.

COURTESY OFU5A HURLEY

Ti-Jean and His
Brothers

, COURTESY OT USA HURLEY

Nobel Laureate and author of ThJean and His Brothers, Derek
Watcott.
'
1

This Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, October 26-28 at 8 PM, Austin Arts Center's Goodwin Theater will host the much-awaited production of Nobel Laureate Derek Walcott's play, Ti-Jean and His
Brothers, This production, acted by students, directed by artisHnresidence Tony Hall, designed by students in collaboration with
Peter. Minshall of Olympic opening ceremonies design fame, and
musicalized by Trinidadian composer Andre Tanker, promises to
be a theatrical treat Admission is $8 general, $5 discount, and free
with a Trinity ID. -For more information, call (860) 297-2199.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURES
Wednesday, October 25

i Luv You Donny!
AT was walking back from enjoying
the 80's party (what there was of it)
when a terrible, terrible thing occurred.
AT had the misfortune to turn our attention to the lighted window of a near by
dorm only to see its occupants butt-ass
naked in the middle of the room. The
activities that this group was engaging
in are unclear, but after further investigation we found New Kids on the block
apparel and accessories. One special
piece of NKOTB paraphernalia featured
the loveable older brother of Marky
Mark "just let me in the @!@#*@S house
Mr. Walker" Wahlberg, Donny. As it was
put to AT, "he's dreamy". AT can only say
that we wish we were dreaming and not
walking home that fateful night.
Just Hold It
Well, as AT approached the side
door of the Party Barn the other night
we expected a weird look or two for the
tight acid washed gray jeans and the air
Jordan tank top, maybe even for the
two-tone sunglasses. However, what AT
was definitely not prepared for as we attempted to enter the hallway from the
inside, was being barred from using the
bathroom. Okay, fine, we'll take the
shades off, now can we piss? No, go outside and come in the other door. That
will take AT a half hour, won't it? Yes.
So let us piss for god's sake? Nope. Let
AT just say that we are not in the slightest bit surprised that there were riots
outside this event. If this is what AT had
to deal with on the inside, what the hell
were the people on the outside up
against? AT supposes that we could have
pissed on the "self cleaning floors".
Urine is, after all, more sterile than beer.
Wyclef Gets a Taste of Trinity
The Wyclef show was in high gear,
literally for some, when the former
Fugee decided he'd shake the fish bowl
up. With a twinkle in his eye (AT reserves poetic license), he requested that
some ladies from the audience come on
stage and strut their stuff. Several
.women gladly obliged, and three or four
of Trinity's best tried to entice Wyclef
into a little grinding.? He kept responding "You can't handle the pressure!" Finally, one was so persistent that, The
Clef, (as only his best friends know him)
finally caved. The girl hopped into his
arms and they proceeded to make a
paint mixer look like a quiver. Never satisfied with mediocrity, Wyclef proceeded to raise the girl, still facing him
mind you, above his shoulders. AT asks
that you figure out what ended up
where.
Once Again, Just Hold It
AT was recently a witness to another unfortunate incident through a
window. While walking along one of
our fine campus' quadrangles, we happened upon a window. This window
belongs to a fine upstanding male member of the Trinity community. One has
to question this individual's decisionmaking capabilities. As AT passed the
window, AT's younger sibling had the
painful experience of witnessing this
man, shall we say, taking care of business, with the light on. AT would not
begrudge anyone for relieving the pressures of Trinity in October, but please
don't involve us in your self-gratification. If you don't have a window shade,
waddle over to the light switch and give
it a flick, before you get down to it,
Thanks.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - OCTOBER 24,2000

12:30 PM

"When is hot flash more than just a hot flash?
Peri/-Menopause and Your Mood" by Carmen
Santos of the counseling center, as part of the fall
lunch series sponsored by the Women's Center.
Bring your lunch; coffee and dessert provided.
Admission is free. Located in the Women's Center in Mather Hall.

Thursday, October 26

4:15 PM

"The Search For modern China: A Document
Collection" by Associate Professor of History
Michael Lestz will be presented as part of the
Trinity College Center for Teaching and Research
author series. Admission is free, located in the
McCook Library.

Thursday, October 26

4:10 PM

The Trinity College Global Scholars Program
presents a lecture by Professor Robert Blecker
(American University) on "Internation Financial
Institutions for the Twenty-First Century" in the
Alumni Lounge. The lecture will be non-technical and h'as been prepared with an undergraduate audience in mind. All are invited. Admission
is free.

Monday, October 30

4:30 PM

"Employment Equity in the New South Africa"
will be presented by Visiting Associate Professor
of Sociology Subithra Moodley-Moore. Admission
is free, located in Terrace Room B in Mather Hall.

Monday, October 30

8:00 PM

The Shirley G. Wassong Memorial lecture will
be presented by Paul Goldberger, architecture
critic at the New Yorker magazine and executive
editor of architecture at Architectural Digest.Will
be presented in the McCook. Auditorium.

Monday, October 30

8:00 PM

"Elite-Commoner Relationships in Southern
Mesoamerica" by Payson Sheets of the University
of Colorado, as part of the lecture series sponsored
by the Archeological Institute of America, Hartford Society. Admission is free. LSC Auditorium.

Twilight Tuesdays
On Tuesday, October 24 from5:30 PM to 6:30
PM, the Chapel Organ Series presents Sonic Extravaganza for Brass and Organ, featuring Canda's
acclaimed True North Brass Ensemble with
Charles Miller, organist. Free with Trinity ID,
$7.00 general, $4.00 seniors. In the Chapel.

Studio 47 Dance: Heidi Latsky

On Wednesday, October 25 at 7:30 PM, this
NYC-based choreographer and dancer premieres
a solo work, along with a piece created for and performed by theater and dance students. Admission
is free. Located in Studio 47,3rd floor of Seabury
Hall.

Book Reading

On Thursday, October 26 at 4:00 PM, Gallows
Hill Bookstore manager Wally Swist will be reading from his new collection, The White Rose. He
will be available to sign copies after the reading.
Admission is free, refreshments will be served.

Ti-Jean and His Brothers

This political parable by Nobel Laureate Derek
Walcott will be performed on Friday, Octboer 27
and Saturday, October 28 at 8:00 PM. Directed by
Artist-in-Residence Tony Hall. Admission is free
with Trinity ID, $8.00 general; $5.00 students, +60.
Located in the Goodwin Theater, Autin Arts Center.

Directors of Shakespeare on Film
On Sunday, October 29 at 3:00 PM "Directors
of Shakespeare on Film: Orson Welles clips from
Macbeth, Othello, and Chimes at Midnight" will
be presented by Murray Briggs, Adjunct Associate Professor of English and Theater Studies, Yale
University. Performed at the Yale Center for British Art, 1080 Chapel Street, New Haven. Call (203)
432-2800 for more information.

"Songs to End the Millenium"

"Songs to End the Millenium: Musical theatre
in the Last Decade of the 20tyh Century," the
anuual revue presented by the department of
music will be performed on Friday. November 4,
and Saturday November 5 at 8.00 PM, and Sunday, November 6 at 2:00 PM. Directed by gerald
Moshell. Free admission with Trinity ID, general:
$8.00, students, 60+ $5.00. Located in Garmany .
Hall, Austin Arts Center.

—|

CINESTUDIO
EROS PRIDE FILM FESTIVAL
Get Real

Wed., October 25
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7:30 PM

(Britain, 1998) Directed by Simon Shore. Get Real follows the fate and fortunes of sixteen year old Steven
Carter, a barely-closeted teenager who has a secret affair with school hero John Dixon: sporting superstar,
academic achiever and all-around dreamboat. 110 min.

Show Me Love

Thurs., October 26

7:30 PM

(Sweden, 1998) Directed by Lukas Moodysson, Sweden's official entry for the Best Foreign Language Film
Academy Award® beautifully captures the joys and frustrations of queer youth, as Agnes and Elin show the
small minds in their town what really counts. 89 min.

I'm the One That I Want

Fri., October 27

7:30 PM

(US, 2000) Directed by Lionel Coleman. The unapologetically bawdy and uninhibited Margaret Cho, who
describes herself as "the slutty younger sister of Connie Chung," delivers the kind of incendiary stand-up
comedy that's made fans of a vast gay and lesbian audience. Definitely not for the Reader's Digest crowd! 96
min. A Hartford Premiere.

Edge of Seventeen

Fri., October 27

9:35 PM

(US, 1998) Directed by David Moreton. Relive the '80s all over again, from friendship bracelets to The
Eurythmics to your first kiss, as you watch Eric make his way out of the closet during his first summer job.
A special return engagement of one this year's biggest crowd pleasers at the CTGLFF 99 min,

Paragraph 175

Sat., Octboer 28

2:30 PM

(US, 2000) A new film by Academy Award-winning directors Rob Epstein and Jeffrey Friedman (The
Celluloid Closet) uncovers a little-known chapter of the 20th-century - the persecution of homosexuals by
the Nazis. It won the coveted Critics Award at the Berlin Film Festival for "uncovering amazing stories of
courage buried by history." 81 min. A Hartford Premiere.

Psycho Beach Party

Sat., October 28

7:30 PM

(US, 2000) Directed by Robert Lee King. Legendary playwright Charles Busch adapts this wickedly campy
tribute to teen surfer movies from his hit play of the same name (as well as playing detective Monica Stark)!
Psycho Beach Party is a twisted comedy riot with bikinis-a-go-go, hot music and gay humor blended into
every riotous minute. 95 min. A Hartford Premiere.

If s In the Water

Sat., October 28

9:35 PM

(US, 1997) Directed by Kelli Herd. Mothers, hide your children! All-American hometown Azalea Springs
is having a problem: something in the water system is turning regular folks into homosexuals. This sidesplitting satire on the irrationality of homophobia will make you glad you had that drink. 100 min.
.
-compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ART

AFTER HOIKS

Prison Art
For the next week, an extraordinary collection
of artworks in various media will be on display
in the Mather Artspace. The works, by inmates
in Connecticut prisons, reflect many aspects of
being human in an inhumane environment. The
- works were created in art clasesxonducted by the
Prison Art Program of Community Partners in
Action. Directed by Jeffrey Greene.

Art in Context: Edward Lear
On Tuesday, October 31 at 12:30 PM, "Edward
Lear and the Art of Travel" will be presented by
Robert Peck, Fellow of the Academy of Natural
Sciences, Philadelphia, at the Yale Center for British Art, 1080 Chapel Street, New Haven. Call (203)
432-2800 for more information.
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Crypt Chapel: '' •;,•;:•;
:5:00:PM ?:
: . Carillon Lessons : •;•
V.::6:OQ;PM
: : . : v Change Ringing lessons

Thursday, October 26
-•e'SOPM:':-:-'^-;;::^?©!"'
•••:;•'..••'••••';•; v.•••;: : :;•.:' ;: ~' : \
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••;,:5:15:PM':

•

.•;

: . ..." . ..

.'•, .
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Sunday, October 29
;• 4:10PM; : : •' ' V
5;00PM

:

On Tuesday, October 24 at 7:00 PM in the
Rittenberg Loungs, join pro-life and pro-choice
advocates for a debate about abortion rights in
America. Featuring Connecticut National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action Leagueand
the Connecticut Right to Life. Sponsored bythe
Trinity Women's Organization, admission is free.

Graduate and Professional School
Fair
On Wednesday, October 25 from 3:00 PM
through 6:00 PM Career Services sponsors the
graduate and professional school fair in terrace
Rooms A and B. Come meet admissions representative from over 20 graduate and professional
schools. For more info, please stop by career services. Refreshments will be served.

You are invited to be part of an exciting forum
on the community-based coalition of building,
engaged institutions, and economic development.
This forum is top be held on November 16 and
include a variety of speakers. For more information, visit <www.trincoll.edu/pub/TownGown>

An Afternoon of Puja
You are invited to join Ani tendol la, Tibetan
nun from the Keydong Thuk-Che-Cho Ling Nunnery in Kathmandu, Nepal on Friday October 27
and Friday, November 3 from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
in Seabury 47 for puja (chanting and meditation).
Ani tendol la will offer a brief explanatioon of
the puja rituals, followed by the puja itself. Mediation cushions will be provided. Contact Judy
Dorwin at ext, 2409 for more information.

Why Children Fight Wars of Adults

-••'}••..•','[

::':;':'••:. W p r s h i p '

:

Pre-Election Abortion Debate

"Inside Out: Higher Education and
Community Engagement"

;: October ;24;:.'![ S?f^!;^WZ

:
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EVENSONG with Chapel|
Singers
:
Ho]y Eucharist Service

On Thursday, November 2 from 5:00 PM - 6:30
PM in the Wean terrace Room B, Josephine Becker
will speak about the use of children as soldiers
around the world and the global campaign to stop
.this practice. Sponsored by the_.Human

"RANE"

On Wednesday, October 25 from 9:30 PM
through 11:30 PM, "Rane" will perform at the Bistro Koeppel Student Center. Admission is free.

Latin American and Iberian Film
Series
On Wednesday, October 25 at 7:30 PM in the
McCook Auditorium, come see Nicaragua - No
Pasaran, and Fire from the Mountain. Films will
be followed by a discussion, part of the Latin
American and Iberian Film Series.

Fall Movie Series
On Wednesday, October 25 at 10:00 PM in
McCook Auditorium, The Green Mile, starring
Tom Hanks, will be showed as part of the fall
movie series. Admission is free.

"Too Human"
On Thursday, October 26 from 9:30 PM through J
12:30 AM, "Too Human" performs at the Bistro I
Koeppel Student Center. Admission is free, alt. bev. |
ID required.

EXOTICA
The Caribbean Students' Association presents 8
Exotica on Friday, October 27 at the Party Barn. |
10:00 PM - 2:00 AM. Alt. Bev. ID required.

HALL-O-WEEN
St. Anthony Hall presents HALL-O-WEEN, I
Friday, October 27 from 10:00 PM through 2:001
AM. Featuring Rana and WRTC DJ. $8.00 withj
costume, $10.00 without. Alt. Bev. ID required.

Trickin' and Treatin'
On Saturday, October 28 from 10:00 PM - 2:00 j
AM IMANIsponsors Trickin' and Treatin' at the!
Vernon Social Center. Admission is free, alt bevf
ID required. Constume contest.

Halloween Costume Party

<oman(

On Monday, October 30 from 9:00 PM through j
1:00AM, the Saint Joseph College Residential As-J
sistants sponsor the Halloween Costume Party. I
Admission is free.

Now PLAYING

UJR1T€RS UUANT6D
Join the Tripod Staff
meetings Tuesdays at 9:30 PM
Tripod Off'C°

SHOWCASE-BUCKLAND HILLS

(Jackaon basement)

This schedule is for Friday, OCT. 20 through Thursday, OCT. 26, unless otherwise noted.
Movie schedules may have changed since press time. Please call the theater to verify times
and features.
Almost Famous
Best in Show
Digimon
Dr. T & the Women
Get Carter
Ladies Man
Legend of Drunken Master
Lost Souls
Meet The Parents
Play It Forward
Remember The Titans
The Contender
The Exorcist

12:40 PM, 3:25 PM, 6:40 PM, 9:25 PM, 12:10 AM
12:05 PM, 2:15 PM, 4:20 PM, 6:50 PM, 9:10 PM, 11:20 PM
1:00 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:00 PM
12:20 PM, 3:30 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:20 AM
12:55 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:15 AM
1:10 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:30 PM
1:35 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:55 PM
12:10 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:00 AM
1:15 PM, 1:45 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:45 PM,
10:15 PM, 12:05 AM, 12:30 AM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:10 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:50 PM,
10:20 PM, 12:20 AM
12:45 PM, 1:05 PM, 3:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 6:45 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:25 PM,
10:00 PM, 11:50 PM, 12:20 AM
1:00 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:15 PM
1:20 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:25 AM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next Webster Bank
This schedule is for Friday, OCT. 20 through Thursday, OCT. 26, unless otherwise noted.
' " '.. Movie schedules may have changed since press time. Please call the theater to verify times
and features. Price $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM.
Bring It On
What Lies Beneath

2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:3Q ,PM 9:10 PM
2:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:00 PM

Community Service
Halloween on Verhon Street
Sunday, October 29 from 3:00 PM through 6:00
• PM 500 Hartford children will flock to Trinity's
campus for the 10th annual HALLOWEEN ON
VERNON STREET. Please .volunteer to be a chaperone for any of the three shifts between 2:30 PM
and 6:30 PM and help make this event a success for
yet another year. ContactShannonStormontatext.
3597 to sign u p or for more information., ,-• '•'

Help with Homework and Tutoring

, • The Aetna Center for Families at the Hartford
Magnet (Learning Corridor) Middle School is still
looking for trinity students interested in being tutors for'6th graders enrolled in their School for the
' 21st Century program. Program runs Monday
through Thursday, 3:00 PM through 5:00 PM. Contact Val Ramos if interested, ext. 2383.'

Tutoring

;

The South End Knight Riders Youth Center, 4 0
'Clifford Street, is desperatly seeking volunteers to
serve as tutors in their afterschoot program. For
1
moreinfo please contactjacquelyn Santiago at 5253449, [ •" ,
_ . •'• ;• . ' "_[.,• ; " .

NeumanClub
• The Newman Club invitesmembers of the trinity student body to participate in their St. Agnes
Home Project. This project involves helping to care
1
for the infants and children at St. Agnes Home in
West Hartford. Contact Sarah Haddock ext, 4907
, for information.'
• •

Free Delivery
Lar heese Pim
233-8888 ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA f7
495 Famington Avenue

Wdelm anywhere k West!

pick-u ^

or Hartford Monday S J i

233-8888

$7,7,00
00 minimu
minimum
f

A ]'

Use your charge card
for any delivery,..
($10,00 minimum)

Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50
$ 9.85
$13.00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
.$9.00.....
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
...$11,50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

HEROES (Hot or €old)

CALZONES

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

with your clioice.of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBG sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak .,.,.......*
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon..,.
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
Eggplant Parmigiana
Meatball Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna a Cheese...
:.......;.„•..,...•;

Veggie & Cheese
Pepperoni &Cheese

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.40
.$5.15.
$5.15
$5,15

;.....
•.

, ,....,.......„.., $4.50
$5,40

Salami & Cheese.............
.., ;
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
.......„......;...,.,.
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese....,..;.
BLT& Cheese
•
Grilled Ham & Cheese ...........„.,.,.....,.„..,

DINNERS

$4.90
$5.65
$6.00
$4.25
$4.90

;

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti•• Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
' $6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

All prices dlo not include tax.

Calzone
each additional filling

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Tenders
.....
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide). •
Chicken Fingers
Mozzarella Sticks
Onion Rings ,.,....
French Fries
Cheese Fries
;......,....„„...........
Fried Dough ,....„.. .„,..„.„.,.,;....„
Breadsticks ....;:
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/cheese
Chips..

$2.50 OFF
' • Any Large Pizza'
I
•

|

I
I

,.(6) for $5.75
(12) for $6:00
$6.00
(7) for $4.75
..,.. $3.20
$2.65
.......$3.70
(8) for $2.50
(8)for$2.50
$1.85
$2.40
....$.50

SALADS

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

$4.05
$5.75
.$5.75
$.50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DISSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

S O D A S ( o n e liter) $1.60.
( t w o l i t e r ) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

| FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH |FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD|
I with A n y Pizza Order I with Any Medium Pizza Order |
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
. Must mention coupon before ordering

$4.90
$ .50

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza

• Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined. • • I
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined"
„ ,' . ' Must mention coupon before ordering,
• • • :
Musi mention coupon before ordering

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined
Must mention coupon before ordering ";

I
|

I Large Cheese Pizza $7.00 |
I
with
ith purchase
h offany J
I
Large Pizza
coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
I
t Must present
Must mention coupon before ordering
J

J

L
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Field Hockey Looks Tennis Finishes 4th in Division
Ahead to Next Year 111Tournament This Saturda1
BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

With the season ending last
Saturday against Middlebury,
the field hockey team is anxious
to begin training for next season. This past fall didn't bring
the women's field hockey team
the success that they had hoped
for, but it has given them the
motivation to make next season
a winning one, with potential
for a NESCAC championship.
The week ended with a devastating loss to Wesleyan on
Thursday, and another to
Middlebury on Saturday.
The Lady Bants played a
strong game against Wesleyan,
which began on Wednesday
and had to be finished on
Thursday due to darkness. Trinity set the pace of the game
when they scored in the first
five minutes of the first half.
The goal came from a corner
by junior tri-captain Mary
Jacobs, who hit the ball into senior tri-captain Whitney
Brown; the play ended when
freshman Jen Lattif tipped the
ball into the goal.
Taking control of the game
later in the first half, the Lady
Bants scored again. Heather
Standring '02 slammed the ball
past the goalie and made the
score 2-0. The team was filled
with excitement arid was ready
to win.
After half time, Wesleyan answered back with two unanswered goals. The game then
was halted due to darkness with
ten minutes and forty-six seconds remaining.
When Wesleyan returned to
Trinity on Thursday, the second
overtime ended with the score
still tied. Both teams went to a
•shoot-out with five strokes. Unfortunately, Wesleyan left with
the win.
Although Trinity didn't capture the victory, they played the
best field hockey game of the
season. Their defensive effort
held Wesleyan scoreless in the
first half and the offense came

out strong, scoring more goals
than they have in their past few
competitions. The Lady Bants
were completely ready for
Middlebury, for they had nothing to lose.
The field hockey team held
Middlebury scoreless in the beginning of the first half, maintaining control of the ball on the
turf. Again the defensive effort
by senior tri-captain Kim
Franzoni.junior Caitlin Wilson,
and sophomores Susan
Hoppock and Jennie Rieg was
stellar.
Collectively they kept the
ball inside the fifty, and shutdown Wesleyan's attempts to
score on any corners. On the offensive end of the field, Brown
kept up the enthusiasm for the
forwards. Although Trinity
couldn't get onto the Scoreboard
they played with great control
and stick handling.
At the end of a disappointing
season, the field hockey team
leaves with no regrets. Kimmy
"The Enforcer" Franzoni, in reference to the season, remarked,
"I really did have a lot of fun this
season, and 1 thoroughly enjoyed watching the younger
players develop their skills. The
future of the team is bright and
promising."
This season progressed with
immense improvement by all
players, and will provide motivation to all of the players to
make next season something to
brag about.
The team, which fielded
thirty three players, wants to
k h
biid
next season are undecided as of
now, but they hope to continue
improving and take the energy
and enthusiasm from this season and bring it with them to
the next.
The team should be commended for persevering
through a grueling season of
tough practices and close losses.
Their commitment is inspiring,
and as the always cheerful
sophomore Katie Bowman says,
"never hold a frown on your face
for too long, we can only improve from here."

CQURTES i OF STORY HINGENNF.I V tR

Beware: Don't get in front of Kimmy Franzoni's slapper!

The Fall 2000 Women's Tennis Squad.

Thanks to gutsy play on the
part of Trinity, especially Diana
Sports Writer
Goldman '04 and Courtney
Sargeant '03, both of whom
The Trinity Women's Tennis played injured this past weekTeam traveled to Amherst this end, Wendy Bartlett's squad finpast weekend to compete in the ished their fall season with a
Division III Championships. fourth place finish at the New
Last year's team finished third, England Championships.
Trinity's best finish ever, and
With only two returning letthis year's team, led by Co-Cap- ter winners on this year's team,
tains Becky Mate '02 and Olga finishing fourth out of twentyBogatyrenko '01, had hopes of six schools is quite impressive.
duplicating last year's results.
Credit for such a strong fall seaThe team came into this son must be given to both
weekend having set high goals Coach Bartlett and the girls on
for themselves. With national the team.
powerhouse Williams playing
Throughout the season
in the tournament as well as Coach Bartlett has continu,wjS£dwrtife'^ifia's. axxir
already tu9e7 "TRe lady bantams nave
beaten the Bantams during the continued to work hard
regular season, a finish in the throughout theseason and their
top five or six seemed to be more improvement was evident this
realistic for the Bantams. Still, past weekend.
In earning a fourth place finthe girls came out with hopes of
ish this weekend, the team was
a third place finish.
BY SHANE EARLY

COURTESY OF DAVID K1NGSLEY

able to beat out NESCAC rival
Wesleyan, who had defeated the
Bantams 6-3 earlier in the season.
Both Coach Bartlett and the
team were extremely pleased
with the way this weekend's
events unfolded. The official
results of the twenty-six team
tournament had Williams finishing first followed by Tufts
and Amherst, respectively,
while Trinity and Wesleyan
rounded put the top five.
Coming off the heels of what
Coach Bartlett described as a,
"wonderful weekend" Trinity
has high hopes for both this
spring season and next year.
. With .Qn.ly one senior on the
team, it appears the Trinity
women's tennis team success
will only continue.
The women will surely benefit from the time off before the
spring season starts up after
winter vacation.

NBA Preseason: Knicks Take on
Washington Wizards in Hartford
f

"\

BY DANIEL KASPER

- Sports Writer

The 'new-look' Knicks ventured to Hartford last Monday
to take on the Washington Wizards in an NBA preseason "game.
Both teams, sporting new personnel, struggled from the onset. The Knicks'front court was
outsized and outplayed, while
the Wizards' defense seemed
lackadaisical at times.
Both teams struggled from
the field, with the shot percentages mirroring that of a Bantams'game. Despite the overall
poor play, the Knicks came out
with a 95-90 win. After New
York found themselves down 12
points late in the third quarter,
Coach Van Gundy inspired his
troops for a fourth quarter rally.
With the departure of Patrick
Ewing, the Knicks were left
with a void at center that was
expected to be filled by newly
acquired Luc Longley. Unfortunately, Longley is expected to
miss up to six weeks with a knee
injury.
Thus, the responsibility of
playing the primary post position in the physical eastern conference falls on undersized
Hartford native Marcus Camby.

Camby had a terrific game fin- with Rod Strickland and Chris
ishing with 16 points and 11 Whitney creating fast-break
boards, although the majority buckets off of steals.
of his outstanding play came
Besides Camby's play, there
against the Wizards' reserves, were a few other notes of enwhile he played his natural po- couragement for New. York. The
sition: power forward.
Knicks' true point guards
While at center, Georgetown Charlie Ward and Chris Childs
alumnus Jahidi White man- played very well running the
handled Camby, establishing offense and inspiring the team's
inside position with ease, pro- fourth quarter comeback.
viding him with several power Rookie Lavor Postell, out of St.
dunks under the hoop. Veteran Johns, showed that his work in
Felton Spencer and perennial the NBA summer league has
backup Travis Knight also spent made his transition from coltime at center Monday night, lege ball to the NBA game a
proving that they are no more smooth one.
than role players in the Knicks': •• . After the game, the Knicks'
front court plans.
learned that Miami center
The other big question con- Alonzo Mourning will miss the
fronting the Knicks this season entire season, but despite this
is whether Latrell Sprewell, fact, the Knicks will have their
Allan Houston, and Glen Rice hands full in their quest to reach
will be able to play together in the NBA Finals.
the same backcourt. As of now,
the answer is no.
With Sprewell running the
point, Houston at the two guard,
and Rice playing small forward,
Sotflh most Bras Stor«<irv$» our
www.AirborrieHealth.com
the Knicks' offense looked stagorcaiIIaew»»7S4
nant while the Wizards' took
advantage of the size mismatches on the other end of the
court.
;
The Wizards' increased their
Sold In most Drug Stow or vli out mi site
lead to double digits while the
wwwAirbort»«He»Hh
w,Airbort»«He»Hh.
E,
ur call 1-S00-5311-9754
threesome was on the floor,
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Women's
Foosball: Not a Laughing Matter!!!! Soccer

SPORTS EDITOR'S WEEKLY COLUMN

soccer players to smack the ball.
Each team has four rows of players
Sports Editor
that rest on metallic poles, controlled by
handles that stick out on either side of
Incase you missed the last issue of the the table: the one closest to the goal holds
Tripod, my co-editor wrote an article fo- only one figurine (the goalie), the next
cusing on the game of Beirut. He dis- two (defenders), the next four
cussed its role on campus, mentioning (midfielders), and the final rod three (forcertain groups/fraternities that have es- wards).
tablished themselves as "kings of the Clearly, the goalie position is of utmost
cups."
importance, for it is the last chance of
He even went so far as to propose a stopping the ball before it reaches the
school-wide Beirut tournament—we'll goal. In addition, there is a great deal of
see if this actually happens, but for some pressure involved when you accept the
reason I personally doubt that Sigma Nu goalie position since it holds the fewest
(or any other fraternity for that matter) figurines of any rod.
will be up to this monumental task.
While the game seems simple at first,
This article is another installment of it contains many intricacies that are
the "lesser known sports re-examined" only known by a small number of
theme, following in the wake of last highly competitive foosball players. For
week's mickey-mouse article on Beirut. example, you can't simply swing away at
The sport that will be explored this week the ball immediately after its been
is most commonly known as "foosball." dropped and hope for the limelight—as
For the benefit of those readers that have in life.there are consequences for hasty
been spending a little too much time and spastic actions such as these.
deep in the bowels of the Underground
That is why the "first touch" clause
Coffee House sand other dark, cave-like exists and has been maintained by serienvironments, 1 will provide a brief de- ous players for centuries. If either row of
scription of the game.
players in the very middle of the field hit
In a very general sense, foosball is an the ball and it goes into their opponent's
intense battle between either two or four goal without any other players touching
players using miniature plastic figurines it, the goal does not, cannot, and will
of soccer players. Modeled after the sport never count. If this occurs, one must yell
of soccer, you (and your partner if it's a "foos!" to let everyone know that this has
two-on-two battle) try to knock a small indeed transpired. This may not be questioned if you have any respect for the
white ball into your opponent's goal.
The game starts after the ball is game.
dropped through a hole on the side of the
The rules that various players choose
table. It is positioned in such a way that to respect from game to game are often
the ball immediately falls directly into indicative of their personality. That is
the middle of the field of play From this why people that do not honor the firstpoint on, each player uses his (or her, al- touch rule are disrespectful, lazy, and
though it is a well-known [act tkat.fe- .deceitful; "Who gave you thesepeople the
ifiale players are very rafe^Tow of small; rigintto go agairtst years of history and
BY WILLIAM DICK

tradition? Do they think they are some
kind of foosball-innovators, because
they certainly are not!
Similarly, the act of "spinning" (when
a player recklessly jerks the handle upwards and lets go of it with his hand, letting his rod spin at a rate of ten rotations
per second or more) is also frowned
upon. Fortunately, 1 personally don't
know many spinners. They do exist
though, and if you meet one steer clear
of them. They are ignorant, ruthless, and
frequently question authority.
Many spinners will plead ignorance
when their slimy tactics are brought to
their attention—they will say "Oh, you
don't play with spins, that's cool." But in
actuality, it's far from cool! In these situations it is best to bolt the scene immediately; the person who has made the
spin attempt is most likely armed and
dangerous and unsafe to be around.
Let's forget about spinners though,
we'll pretend that we live in an ideal
world and that they don't exist. Foosball
is a great game and, as with every sport
or pastime, there are bound to be rebels,
cheats, and showboats.
It is particularly interesting how
people do in fact find their own niche in
foosball inevitably. Some, like myself,
are defenders by birth, while others find
comfort in the front two rods, as offenders.
While some players say, "Oh, yeah, I
can play whatever." These people are not
to be trusted. Either they are not experienced or they are trying to hustle you.
You have to be smart in foosball and look
out for yourself. Approach foosball as
you approach life, and recognize the
many invaluable lessons that the sport
offers. And follow the golden rule: never,
never, talk to spinners.

Continued from page 20
effort, through balls were still penetrating Bantam defense. With only eight
seconds remaining on the clock, a
Middlebury forward challenged
Sullivan to another one- on -one situation inside of the six-yard box. The forward managed to slip by Sullivan's
outstanding combination of strong technical skills, and blazing speed. She unleashed a shot at Bradley to tally
Middlebury's third goal, add a hat-trick
to her own statistics, and end the first
half.
From the blow of the first whistle in
the second half, Trinity dominated the
entire field using high -pressure offense,
and a more organized defense. Freshman
standout Christi Harley '04 stabilized
the defense throughout the second half,
keeping Bantam play practically perfect.
Approximately twenty minutes into
the second half, the fourth Middlebury
goal was scored from a scuffle inside of
the six- yard box, enabling Bradley's vision to be blocked. The ball was tapped
into the net from the right side of the box,
making the score 4-0. The remainder of
the half was played with consistency
and determination from the Bantam's
side.
Unable to capitalize on the several
scoring opportunities, the Bantams left
Middlebury, Vermont with another loss
on their record. Senior tri-captains,
Marisa Eddy, Karen O'Keefe, and Jessica
Ritter unfortunately played the last
game of their careers, and will be missed
tremendously next season.
Although the Bantams will be losing
these valuable players, the 2001-02 season looks promising with the returning
skillful squad of underclassmen, and talented incoming recruits.

SIDE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $7.95 , 16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50onrned. $1.00 on large

W I N G S (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)

anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

GARLIC BREAD

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS . . (10)

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . MED $10.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

Additional toppings $2.00 each
• • 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASED

GRIN DERS
16" Whole
a-H»if
$7.90
$3.95 . . .
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$7.90
..'..-. $3,95 . . .
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$3.95 . . .. . . $7.90
COMBO (2 kinds ol above) .
$4.50 . . .. . . $9.00
$3.95 . . .. . , $7.90
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA ..
$4.25 . . . . . . $8.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
. . . . . $4.25 . . . . . . $8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
$4.25 . . .. . . $8.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA
$4.25 . . .. . . $8.50
VEAL CUTLET
$4.25 . . . . . . $8.50
STEAK/CHEESE
. $3.95
. , . $7.90
MEATBALLS
SAUSAGE
$3 95
. . . $7.90
B.L.T.
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$3.95 . . .. . . $7.90
VEGGIE/CHEESE
$4.99 . . .. . . $9.98
ITALIAN

. .

:

498B FARM1NGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

236-2616

SHRIMP PESTO
MED $11.25 . LARGE $14,25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.

OPEN7DAVSAWEEK>11:00AMTO2:00 AM

.**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

Zhe ($e$t

of Zke (%e$t @rice

COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Later Soda
Toppings Brtia

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.

$6.00

CHEFSALAD

$5.75

Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
•
ANT1PASTO
:..,......,
Salami, pBpperonl, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, ;

TUNA SALAD

$3.00
$1-99
• • • • $-50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM
TURKEY ; . . . .
PIPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TUNA

(16")

FRIES
CHIPS

$5.25
$4.95
• $4.95

•14.99: •:'
*2.0Q O F F
Large
Cheese Pizza

$5.75

, $5.25

Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREtK SALAD
$5.25
Fata cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED SALAD
. . . . . . . . . . $1.95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
Extra Dressing
40s

Buy 0 Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

:M e d i u m

- V

Cheese Pizza
2CANSOFSO3DA

, .„ ^.—-,-. ,,..

WHITE CLAM
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garjic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN ., MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE

FHEE
2LITERSbDA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza
Buy 18" (SictritGriridesr

• '."

WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.

;

' TAd

/;

« 1 BAG OF CHIPS &
j
ICiANSODA

... /.FREE '

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

$5.95

SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6 95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$7.95

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$8 95

VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$7.95

BAKED ZITI

$7.95

MEATRAVIOLI

$6.95

CHEESE RAVIOLI

$6.95

VEGGIE RAVIOLI
Includes salad and roll

$6.95

DESSERT
Cheese Cake ...
Cappachino Chocolate Cake ...'.'
BEVERAGES-

$2.25
$2.25
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The Sports Nut

.. Men's Football:
Oct. 28, Middiebury, 150 p.m.
•'••".

M e n ' s Soccer:

Oct. 28, ©Amherst, 11:00. a m
• Volleyball:
Oct. 3 V Ring's Point, 7:00 p m
gss Country:
,10:
Results From Last Week's
Sports Editor Trivia Quiz:
Number of people that answered all 6 questions correctly: 0
Number of people that answered 5 questions correctly: 0
Number of people that answered 4 questions correctly: 0
Number of people that answered 3 questions correctly: 0
Number of people that answered 2 questions correctly: 0
Number of people that answered 1 question correctly: 0
The quiz was definitely a great success, thanks to everyone that
competed! You would think with 2000 plus students (and a prize of
you lose - we're drinking the beer right now! You do the math?

Halloween on Vernon Street
NEEDS YOU!

The Sports Nut travels the campus each weekend to find out what people are thinking about
various athletic issues, events, and endeavors
that he finds interesting. Catch him if you can!
This week the Sports Nut intercepted two junior girls on their way back from the Tap Cafe.
The Sports Nut did not waste such a precious
opportunity to find out what they felt about the
Subway Series...
Sports Nut: "So, ladies, who do you think is
going to win the Subway Series?"
J02 and-WMtney Cflch '02; "We
think New Yorkwill win, and let it be known
that we never ride the subway, strictly taxis.

Go Men's Tennis!

500 kids from the local neighbor hood will be coming to Trinity to celebrate Halloween on Sunday,
October 29th, with CANDY
HAUNTED HOUSES
and GAMES!!!
Trinity chaperones are needed to help make this
event a success!

Shifts run from 2:30-4:30
or 4:30-6:30

WANT TO VOLUNTEER?
Call Shannon Stormont at x 3597
Or email: Shannon.Stormont@maiLtrmcoll.edii
Join Residence Halls, Sororities, Fraternities, & Cultural
Organizations on campus and get involved!

Senior cot ap tain Rosty Orach and Jfshmtin
R it h a? d "( \tn ot-top " La wren ccjin islird as th .• •
National Runners up at thv Rulcx Champion
ships this weekend.
Thanks toRnstyjoi storming r/ir'Inpod office,
demanding Men's Term is t overage.
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Middlebury Beats Football Handles Bowdoin,
Trinity Lady Bants Improving Record to 4-1
Bants Send Polar Bears Into Hi bernation for the Winter
By SHANE EARIY

Sports Writer

when the Bantam offense
needed them. Ward went 10 for
20 passing with 132 yards and
two touchdowns on the day.
Ward's play also helped to free
the Bantam running game. Led
by freshmen Pierandri and
Glasz, the Bantams amassed
over two hundred yards on the
ground. Both Pierandri and
Glasz averaged 4.5 yards a carry
on Saturday and for the second
straight week Pierandri broke
the hundred-yard rushing
mark, as the freshman ran for
115 yards on 25 carries.
Much of the credit for
Trinity's success on the ground
must go to the offensive line.
Thanks to the offensive line's

difference in the game on Saturday.
Although pleased with the
win, Coach Priore was disappointed with mental lapses and
fundamental mistakes made on
Saturday. The game was not as
crisp as one would hope, but
nevertheless Trinity was still
able to record the victory.
Trinity's head coach also
praised Bowdoin for their hard
play throughout. At 0-4 coming
in it would have been easy for
the Polar Bears to just roll over,
but instead they fought hard
throughout.
"Bowdoin did a nice job," said
coach Priore, "their kids played
hard."

Trinity's football team traveled to Brunswick, Maine this
weekend. The 3-1 Bantams took
on the 0-4 Bowdoin Polar Bears.
Despite injuries to Brian
Fabrizio '03 and Peter Nesbit '01,
Chuck Priore's squad was able to
pull out a 21-11 victory over a
scrappy Bowdoin team.
Bowdoin jumped out to an
early 2-0 lead, as Bantam quarterback Greg Ward '02 was
sacked in his own end-zone
with thirty-eight seconds left in
the first quarter. Trinity's offense
bounced right back though, and
on their next possession, Ward
led the Bantams 71 yards on 13
plays for the game's first touchdown. The drive was highlighted by a twenty-seven yard
September 33 Bates W, *I6
pass from Ward to Kevin Waters '03 and a seven yard touchSeptember 30 At Williams L, 33 0
down run by Tom Pierandri '04.
October 7 - At Hamilton W, 16 0
Bowdoin was able to close the
Octobers Tii/tsW,3730
gap slightly, as the Polar Bears
October 31 - At Bowdoin - W, 3111
added a field goal just before
half time to make the score 7-5.
October 38 MicWJetyiry -1:30 p.m.
However, in the third quarter
November H - Aliiherst -1:00 p.m.
the Bantams were able to put
the game away. Two Bowdoin
INoiscmber 11 - At Wesleyau -1:00 p.m.
fumbles both turned into Trinity touchdowns. The two-scoring drives were capped off by an play, the Bantams have been
Priore was also pleased with
eleven yard pass from Ward to able to gain over 100 yards on the way his team has responded
fullback David Mogan '02, and the ground every garrie so far to injuries. Both GlaSz and
a twenty yard touchdown strike thisseason.
Pierandri have done an admifrom Ward to Waters with
On the defensive side of the rable job stepping in at tailback,
thirty-five seconds left in the ball, Trinity was led by middle since Fabrizio went down. The
third quarter.
linebacker David Midura '03, Bantams are now 4-1 and in a
Bowdoin added a touchdown who registered ten tackles on four way tie for first place in the
midway through the fourth the day. Free Safety Steve Cella NESCAC. The team has a big
quarter, but it did not prove to '02 also had a strong game, re- week ahead as they must prebe enough, as the Bantam de- cording seven tackles against pare to play against a strong
fense stymied the Bowdoin of- Bowdoin.
Middlebury team.
fense for the rest of the game.
For the second week in a row
Middlebury will travel down
The Bantam offense was once the Trinity defense was able to to Hartford this week to take on
again led by the steady play of force multiple turnovers in the the Bantams at 1:30 on Saturday
its quarterback Ward. Through- opposition's territory. The afternoon, and Trinity's squad
out the game on Saturday, Ward scores that resulted from these will appreciate as many fans as
was able to make big plays turnovers proved to make the possible.

Football Schedule

Senior Tri-CaptainJess Ritter.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAV

situations against trie opposing
team's forwards. Although
Sports Writer
Sullivan contained the majority of the opposing offensive
The Trinity women's soccer pressure, Middlebury continteam played its last game this ued to slide players through the
past Saturday, vs. the number holes in the Bantam defense on
one team in the NESCAG, the opposite side of the field.
Middlebury College. Despite
With eleven minutes remainthe final score of 4-0, which left ing on the clock, a Middlebury
the Bantams with another loss, forward received a pass from
the team played a solid game.
the left side of the field, flew by
Exhibiting their tactical one- two Bantam defenders, and
touch ball skills, movement off fired a shot from the right flank,
the ball, and determined mind- just outside of the 18-yard box:
set, the women's soccer team The picture perfect ball flew
ended its season with pride and overhead of fully extended Banheart.
: tam goalkeeper^ Sarah Bradley
Throughout the first half of '02, leaving Middlebury ahead
••
'•
the game, the Bantams proved 1 - 0 . .•. ,
A
minute
after
the first goal,
wrong their number nine Tanking in the NESCAC to the un-^ the same Middlebury forward
defeated opposing team. Trinity. was loitering around the top of
dominated the field consis- Trinity's box during a scuffle on
tently for thirty minutes, only the leftside of thefield. The ball
allowing the ball to cross their ; popped but of the frantic
defensive end a handful of scramble and was pushed to the
top of the box. The pass was retimes.! • •'•
directed
by a Middlebury forForward Kerry Hood '02
sparked up the Bantam front ward, who accurately placed
line by applying intense offen- the ball in the lower left hand
sive pressure. Within the first corner of Bradley's cage.
ten minutes- of the game, both
With a plummet in Bantam
Hood and Jessica Ritter '01 had confidence, Middlebury conseveral scoring opportunities, trolled the remaining minutes
which ended unfortunately. of the first half. Trinity
Shaking up Middlebury goal- midfielder Kate Salotollo '04,
keeper from the start, a danger- lead the team, as she refused to
ous cross was sent across the hesitate in putting pressure on
cage from Ritter. Hood's inter- the opposing team's left flank
ception with the ball sent a vol- midfielder.
ley flying just inches over the
Also contributing to Trinity's
crossbar.
fight in winning back the posWith approximately fifteen session of the ball was Bantam
minutes remaining in the half, super-star defender, Megan
the pace of the game began to Roscio'03. Roscio miraculously
change Middlebury stepped up returned to the Bantam line up
its desire to win. Middlebury's after intensive knee surgery
midfield slowly worked its way performed only four weeks prethrough two lines of Bantam vious to the game.
Regardless of the rekindling
defense, leaving right flank defender, Anna Sullivan '02, with
Turn to page 18
several one-on-one defending
Steve Cella returning a kick.
Bv AUSSA CREVIER

